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In Our 89th Year

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, September I 7, 1968

Rev. Case Is Guest
Speaker At Church

Mailboxes

10* Per Copy

Mt I No Opinion Held
By 20 Per Cent Of
Voters Poll Shows

Here By Car

Vol. LXXX1X No. 221

Humphrey Promises Direct
Pipeline To Woo Youth

Rev J. V. Case, Jr., of Owensboro was the guest speaker at
NEW YORK (UPI) — Richthe morning and evening serard M. Nixon holds a sizeable
vices of the First Baptist
Two mailboxes and a state lead over Vice President HubChurch on Sunday in the abspeed zone sign were hit by a ert H. Humphrey in the latest
By JOHN HALL
to universities who grant acadesence of the pastor, Dr. H. C.
BUFFALO, N.Y. (UPI) — De- mic credit to students for comcar last night at 9.30 on High- Sindlinger & Co. poll released
Cato's store will become the Chiles.
way 121 North, according to today, and has increased it mocratic presidential candidate munity service work such as
The guest speaker is misnewest member of the local
the report filed by the investi- slightly since late August.
Hubert R. Humphrey, trying
business community when its sionary in the Daviess-McLean
gating officers of the Murray
win back youthful dissent- (Continued on Page Illeht)
to
However,
indicated
the
poll
Baptist
Association.
doors open at 9:00 o'clock
pledged today to give
Police Department.
ers,
those
who
Nixon,
favor
neither
Dr. Ray Moore directed the
Thursday morning.
people federal jobs and
young
Humphrey
nor third party canThe grand opening celebra- singing in the absence of the
The police said a driver didate George C. Wallace or "direct pipeline" into the hightion Thursday is the result of minister of music, Bro. W. Runational governtraveling south, lost control of who have no opinion
now in- est levels of
months of research, planning dolph Howard.
the car, ran off the road on clude more than 20 per
cent of ment.
and renovation work by Cato
the right side, and hit the mail- the electorate.
On the road again after a
Stores to provide up-to-the
boxes and the sign.
two-day layoff. Humphrey conThe
poll
showed
also
that
al• minute shopping service to the
major
though 17.8 per cent of those lInued to hit hard at a
people of the Calloway County
campaign — to
his
objective
of
to
belonged
mailboxis
The
questioned favored
Wallace,
shopping area.
Clarence Horton and Doris only 4.3 per cent thought he convince college students and
The new Cato's is located
worMrs. R. L. (Ida Irvan) JackTwo.
Clark of Murray Route
would win the presidency. This young adults that he is a
next to Dale and Stubblefield
thy successor to Sen. Eugene J. son of Almo Route One was
the
on
was
car
Damage
the
to
significant,
is
according
to
the
in the former location of Evefront end. No injuries were re- Sindlinger di Co. president. Al- McCarthy and the late Sen. claimed by death Monday at
rett's 5 & 10c store.
Robert F. Kennedy.
five p.m. at the Benton MuMported on the police report. bert E. Sindlinger.
It will feature "in depth"
He said students were right cipal Hospital. Her death fol"The question is whether
selections of fashions for the
greater role in lowed an illness of seventeen
those who favor Wallace will in wanting a
modern woman, career girl,
policies of their months.
vote for him," Sindlinger said. shaping the
teen-ager, and boys, and inuniversities.
The deceased, age 88. was a
He said the difference in perMajor James G. Jordan, son
• fants
The vice president said high- member of the Old Wadesborn
centages
between
4
'
who
those
Cato's decor and interior lay- of M. 0. Jordan of Browns
should be made Baptist Church in Calloway
favor Wallace and those who er education
out were designed by company Grove in Calloway County, has
relevant" to the needs of County. She and her husband
"truly
think he can win indicates
architects to provide today's been awarded the Silver Star
the time by involving students would have been married sixtyThe Calloway County High "there will be a lot of soul
shopper with the ease and con- for gallantry in action, accord- DEATH SEPARATES TEAM—This photograph of Nelson and
in social service for academic three years on December 27 of
searching"
most
before
School
of
those
Chapter
of
ing
the
to
Future
the
venience found
letter
received from
the most upNeal, duo-pianist, appeared on concert programs across the
credit. The academic maxim of this year. Two children, a son
who
back
him
Homemakers
vote
him,
in
for
of
America
B.
B.
will
Hood,
to-date fashion testers.
Colonel, Chief ,of nation. The two
the '70s, he said, should be and a daughter. died in infancy.
won international acclaim. for their artistry.
sponsor a riding show Friday, November.
"Instead of the old-time show Staff, by the Major's father.
"participate or perish — not
Survivors are her husband,
Neal
died
unexpectedly
Sunday
night.
He
said
the
number
Wal
September
of
20, at six p m. at
The letter said Major Jorwindows and store interior bepublish or perish."
R. L. Jackson; one daughter,
the New Providence Riding lace supporters who may shy
ing separated," W. H. Cato, dan distinguishelemself by
Mrs. John M. (Helen) Anderson
away at the last minute make
Club.
founder of Cato Stores, pointed heroic actions on
Addresses Students
27, 1988,
of Hardin Route One; two sons,
Cash prizes will be given to any idea of a "Nixon shoo-in"
out, ''the entire store is now while serving as executive ofremarks
at
Humphrey, in
Guy Jackson of Almo Route
unrealistic at the moment.
winners.
the display area, allowing a ficer of the 3d Squadron, 4th
Canisius College here, announc- One and Irvan Jackson of MurNixon's
strength
This
in
program
the
two
is
being
preCavalry in the Republic of
ed the formation of a national
sented with the cooperation of Sindlinger polls since the one university forum, to "guide me ray Route Two; one half sister,
Vietnam.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Mrs. Lizzie Youngblood of Cinmade
Aug.
30
the
New Porvidence Riding
-Sept. 2 show an
"When a friendly commandin my campaign and during my cinnati. Ohio: one brother. SoClub. the Calloway County Rid- increase of from 33.7 per cent presidency if I am elected."
ing officer was wounded, Major
lon Irvan of Paducah.
ing Club, and the Wranglers to 34.5. Humphrey dropped
Jordan flew to the battlefield
He also broke out two other
Mrs. Jackson is also survived
from 28.5 to 24.6, and the numRiding Club.
to assume command, quickly
Harry Lee 14601, concert pian- Mts. Neal said her
new ideas to give students by four grandchildren, Mrs.
husband went
All proceeds will go to the ber of those with no opinion
made an accurate estimate of ist, author and lecturer, died
something to do:
to bed at about 10:30, and after FFA chapter
Donna Tucker of Hardin Route
There will be increased from 12.6 per cent
the situation and redeployed suddenly of a heart attack at
—A national program of One. Joe Mason Anderson of
eti
to
classes
14.3
per
and
cent.
games for everythe friendly forces against the his home at Paris, Tenn., about
sercommunity
"students
in
his chest, and was dead within a one to participate, and refreshthe U.S. Navy stationed at JackWallace dropped from 19.7
' numerically superior enemy 10:30 Sunday night. He was 40
vice" which would make feder- sonville, Fla., Jimmy Dale and
t,
I
to 17.4 per cent in poll strength
ments will be available
force," according to Col. Hood. years of age and a former stu- few minutes.
available
funds
al and private
Randy Lee Jackson of Almo
. .
Neal had been home since
The public is invited to at- from the August-September poll
"Observing an enemy flankMurray
Route One; four great grandto a second study made Sept.
ing force attempting to
and Murray State University. September 1, when he returned tend this program
children.
5-8, but increased to 17.8 in
Graveside services were held from a lecture tour. He and Mrs.
ter his new deployment, Major
Funeral services will be held
Neal had been practicing and
the one released today.
The only complete bid on con- Jordan, with complete disre- today at three p.m at the
Wednesday at one p.m. at the
The latest survey sampled 1,final arrangements to
Maplewood
gard
for
Cemetery,
his
Paris,
num
personal
safety,
struction of the new country
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
886 adults on a projected votbegin their annual fall
and winter
Their
nisi
club facilities at Puryear is too moved his vehicle through the Tenn.
Funeral Home with Rev. Lloyd
ing basis of 116.6 million perlconcert
tour.
WASHINGTON
(UPI)
intense
—
enemy
a.
fire
and
destroynigh, and directors of the dub
Wilson officiating.
Nelda had returned to engagement was scheduled for
Sons.
011tOUX
ed the hostile flanaire,
The
controv•rsial
nomination
. uSa coiouiati
Active pallbearers will be
negodaUng with the bidder.
forcea
.come at 510,Greenville,
itf
Abe
When a nearby APC was set
Fortes
in
to b• chief Rex Jackson,
about two sacra
on Hudson
W. F. Cary, Puryear banker
Cecil Jackson,
Ave.
at
about
10
p.m.
iustic•
wai approved 10 to 6,
half weeks.
fire by the intense enemy fire,
Hugh Albert Jackson, Hardy
who Is president of Henry-Collo- .
Norman J. Moutoux, a resitoday
by
the
Senate
Major Jordan immediately mov- Sunday after attending a movie.
Judiciary
Neal
was
the
son
of Fisher
Lee Jackson. James Roy Jack• way Recreation Corp., said the; ed to the APC and evacuated
dent of Murray, received a cerCommittee and sent to the
Neal, prominent Paris attorney,
son. and Norman Bennett.
bid of Ed Weaver Construction; the
tificate as Certified Public Acfloor.
But
its
fate
uncerwas
endangered personnel," the
and Ellen Willingham Neal, both countant at ceremonies in LouInterment will be in the
Co. of Jackson was 061,115. ;Colonel said.
Funeral services for James tain because of a threatened
of whom survive.
Murray Memorial Gardens with
The Weaver bid and a partial
isville. Kentucky today. Mr. A. Morris, father of Mrs. John filibuster,
The letter from the Colonel
the arrangements by the BlaHe is also survivied by his wife, Moutoux successfully completbid by another firm were opened said "His valorous actions
Connley of Murray Route Six,
conlock-Coleman Funeral Home
Allison May Nelson Neal. to ed the CPA examination given
Thursday afternoon at Farmers tributed immeasurably to the
were held today at two p.m. at
where friends may call.
whom he was married in 1949; last May.
Bank and Trust Co. at Puryest. success of the mission and the
the Dunn Funeral Home at r
two
daughters,
Allison
Elise
Neal
The corporation has some defeat of the enemy force. MaMr. Moutoux is employed by Eddyville with Rev. L. R. Botand Mary Catherine Neal. one Shackelford,
Oak= for development of a jor Jordan's personal bravery
Goode & Thurman. toms officiating. Burial was in
son, John Murray Neal; and a
golf course, swimming pool, and devotion to duty are in
The presentation was made the Glenn Chapel Cemetery.
brother, William Fisher Neal. of by the President of the State
tennis courts, dub house and keping with the highest traditMr. Morris, age 88, was a
Cleveland,Tenn.
Board of Accountancy of Ken- member of the Fairview Metho• other facilities east of Puryear. ions of the military service and
Harry Lee Neal was born in tucky at a dinner meeting of dist Church in Lyon County.
However, Cary pointed out reflect great credti upon himSurvivors are his daughter,
Paris May 12, 1928. He began the the Kentucky Society of Certithat the surn also includes pur- self, his unit, the 25th Infantry
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Bolvden, study of piano at 9. He studied at fied Public Accountants at the Mrs. Connley; four sons, Wilchase of the land. Transactions Division and the United States
Jr.. left Friday. September 13, the Curtis Institute of Music Executive Inn. Mr and Mrs. liam of Eddyville, Robert L. of
recently recorded at the court Army".
Major Jordan's wife and four for an extended stay in Ankra, under the strict demands of Moutoux were guests of the West Virginia, Carl H. of PrinCharles Leroy Eldridge is a University. Before the end of
house show the corporation
Kentucky Society.
ceton Route Three, and Virgil salesman.
the coming school year. he or
spent $36,500 for three parcels children, Jimmy, David. Scott, Turkey, where Dr. Bowden will Isabelle Vengerova.
and Ann, are residing in Wi- lecture during the coming year
The oath of a Kentucky CPA of Eddyville Route One; six
Every year, he travels more a representative of his office
of wand.
It was at Curtis that he met
was administered by Honorable grandchildren;
chita, Kansas, while he is serv- in the department of Theoretifour
great than 35,000 miles and talks will have visted virtually every
The
Allison Nelson, who had been a
corporation
won • ing in Vietnam.
Sam Steinfeld, Judge of the grandchildren.
cal Physicas, Middle East Techwith more than 5,600 high high shool within a 200-mile
•
f183,000 loan from the U.S.
child prodigy in her native
Court of Appeals.
Prior to entering the service nical University as a visiting
school senioss about his pro- radius of Murray, selling the
Farmers Home Administration
Australia
and
who
become
was
to
Major Jordan and his family associate professor of physics.
duct — opportunity through combined services of the facul•to add to approximately S20.000
Moutoux's wife is the former
Mrs. Bowden is the former his wife and piano partner.
resided at Browns Grove and
higher education at Murray ty and staff as well as the fad].
raised
through
Together,
they
mem berah ip he was employed at
forged
a
career
Mr.
daughter
of
James,
Kay
State University.
the Lib- Gail Mae Shields, daughter of
ities of Murray State Univerfees.
and Mrs. Grover Wood James
Mr. and Mrs. Holland Shields of (Continued on Page
erty Bank at Mayfield.
school sity.
Since 1963 director
Eight)
of Murray.
Kernersville, North Carolina.
Eldridge's ability to lead
The Calloway County Sing- services at the University, Elding Convention will meet at ridge, 44, is "Mr. Murray State" young people and his great deto
superintendents,
school
prin- dication to their welfare were
Dr Bowden is the son of
Brooks
Chapel
Methodist
FREE PARAKEET
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Bowden, Sr,
Church, two miles east of Dex- cipals, guidance counselors and recognized by University officFarmer Avenue, Murray, and
ter on Sunday, September 22, thousands of high school stu- ials five years ago when he
dents in western Kentucky and was named djrector of field
A nice healthy parakeet is at 1:30.
holds an A B. degree from Murfree to someone who would
ray State l'niversity and a Ph.D
All singers are invited to at- Tennessee. southeast Missouri services in the Public Relatlike it at a pet. Call 753-6392 tend and the public is extend- and southern Illinois.
from the Virginia Polytechnic
ions Deportment
This past
Within a few days, he will
for information.
Institute, Blacksburg, Va.
ed an invitation to be present.
begin his 17th year with the (Continued on Page Eight)
Dr. Bowden is the author of
Forgy said the complete report,
By JOHN GUINIVEN
FRANKFORT. Ky.. (UPI) — which will contain. about 390 numerous articles in theoretical physics and is on academic
The state Department of Fin- suggested changes in state govleave from Virginia Polytechnic
ance should assert itself as ernment. should be available
Institute where he weurecea
manager of state government Oct. 11.
ly promoted to associate proRegistration for the Basic I
"I'm
not
saying
we're
going
and Kentucky's accounting sysfessor of physics.
Program
Adult
Education
tem should be overhauled, ac- to adopt every recommendaThe couple plans to fly to (grades 1-8) for this community
cording to the Kentucky Effi- (Continued
Amsterdam, Holland, and then opens today and will continue
on Pees Bight)
ciency Task Force recommentake two weeks motoring thr- through Wednesday, September
4datons released today.
ough Germany, Austria, Yugo- 25th.
Commissioner of Finance Alslavia, and Bulgaria, enroute
bert Christen and Budget Dito Turkey.
Those interested in this prorector Larry Forgy presented
Dr. and Mrs. Bowden plan to
gram may register at the folthe task force recommendations
spend two months next sumlowing places during their refor the Finance Department.
mer-touring Europe before regular office hours: Principal's
tunng to their home in BlacksMrs. Hoyt (Jon Dee) Jackson
office of all schools in the Murburg,
Va.
NOW LIBRARIAN
of Puryear. Tenn.. Route Three
ray City School System and the
died suddenly this morning aCity Superintendent's office at
bout two o'clock while enroute
Ninth and Poplar Streets.
Mrs. Olga Freeman is eleBOOK STUDY
to
a Paris, Tenn., hospital afsmentary librarian for the Hater having been stricken ill at
This course in Adult Educazel and New Concord Schools in
The Poplar Spring Baptist
her home.
Calloway County instead of a
Church WMS will have a book tion is designed for adults 18
The
deceased
was
57
years
years of age or older. Classes
retired English teacher as reof age. She is survived by her review at the home of Mrs. will be
ported in Monday's issue. She
organized during the
husband, Hoyt Jackson, one Cliff Campbell tonight (Tues- first week
Is a retired English teacher at
of October and will
day)
at
6:30.
Mrs.
Paul
daughter, Mrs. Juanita l'asDailey meet twice
Puryear High School.
a week for 2% hours
of
Hazel
will
teach
the book,
chat), and three grandchildren,
in the early evening. The curall of Puryear, Tenn., Route "Spiritual Life Development". riculum
will be planned to
Three.
give special emphasis to the
Funeral services will be held
communicational and computaat Oak Grove Baptist Church
CLUB TO MEET
tional skills of reading, writing,
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. with
speaking. listening and arithRev. William Hardison and
The New Concogi Parent- metic.
Rev. Harold Smotherman offic- Teachers Club will meet at the
International
Press
by United
iating.
school on Thursday, September
This trogram is financed by
Mostly cloudy today through
Burial will be .in the Oak 1,9 at 7.30 p.m Garvin Phillips the
State and Ftderal Governrain
occasional
Wednesday with
Grove Cemetery with the ar- is president of the organizat- ment
There will be no charge
or scattered thundershowers. rangements by the Miller Fun- ion. All members and school
Scores of parents and prospective stuiderds are given
for enrollment, tuition, books,
University. Here he explains the facilities of the Industrial
High today mostly in the 705. eral Home of Hazel where fri- patrons are invited to
attend or materials to any adult en- personal tours of the Murray State University campus evert`
Arts BluldIng to Mn. Irene Potrush
68
to
58
tonight
and her sons, George. 18,
Low
ends may call.
this meeting.
year
by
Eldridge,
Charles
director
of
at
services
field
the
rolling in this class..
and Robert, 15.

Mrs.Jackson
Dies Monday

Major Jordan
Is Awarded
Silver Star

Calloway FFA Will
Have Riding Show
On Friday Night

Hany Neal, Famed Concert
Pianist, Claimed By Death

III

Puryear Club
Hidi ,
Bid
Too
•
At $161,115

BULLETIN

CPA Certificate
Won By Norman
'Today

Th.

James A. Morris'
Rites Held Today

ormer ioca
Man Leaves
For Turkey

Charles Leroy Eldridge Is
Salesman For Murray State

Singing Convention
Will Meet Sunday

State Efficiency Task
Force Recommends Changes

Registration
For Adult
Class Starts

Mrs. Hoyt Jackson
Dies; Funeral Is
To Be Wednesday

YEATHER REPORT
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WASHINGTON - Sen. Thomas Dodd, D.-Conn., arguing against an amendment to the gun control bill
that would have exempted some ammunition from a ban
on mail order sales of ammunition:
"This was the kind of ammunition that was used to
kill President John F Kennedy, our colleague, Robert P.
Kennedy, and Medgar Evers."

"TEC
testianewI 1,441,IT OPERAMEfir/CaiVat
cI WOULDC1
.

GIVE 14IM
A TUMBLE

CONSTANT USE

HEATS AND
DAmPENS ROOM
SJ4/0 11101 To
PAA-VE./er 1001971/RE A94/14,-U•

TENIPERATURE TX H141

MENTAL HEALTH MEETING - Frank Groschelle, State Planning Officer for Mental
Health and Mental Retardation, was guest speaker last week at the Second annual misting of the trustees of the Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health and Mental Retardation advisory Board, Inc., held at the Holiday Inn, Mayfield, Mns. C. C. Lowry of Murray
Is pictured on the extreme right.
Photo by Joe Hayden

LEDGER a TIMES FILE
A fire broke out in the home of C. W. Kemper at
1405f West Main Street on September 15, completely
destroying the contents of the house.
Euen M. Thompson, age 67, died September 15 at his
home near Faxon after an illness of three years.
The marriage of Miss Anna Diltz Holton, daughter
of Mrs. Milton Diltz Holton of Murray, to Charles Hughes
Hamlin of Danville, Va., was solemnized Sepetember 4
In Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mr and Mrs Pogue Outland are the parents of a Son
born September 13.
Indian Preserve
PINE GROVE. Calif
-Jacqueline Stewart, 19. a
University of California sophomore has dedicated a State
Park here which will preserve
the camping grounds of ber
ancestors who belonged to the
Northern Miwok tribe of Amercan Indians
The new park contains a
stretch of exposed limestone
DItteff ItItt triOre than 1.000
small cavities made by the
Nfiwoks in past centuries as
*hey ground their corn and
acorns into food. More than

304.) designs and inscriptions,
chiselled into the surface of
the stones by the Indians, are
still visible.
Philippine Crime
MANILA iIIPIi-Crime statistics released by the Philippine Constabulary showed an
average of 2 5 killings a day In
Manila and 11 7 daily throughout the rest of the country In
the first six months of 1988.
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iF TOO MUCH LINT
ACCUMULATES, IT
MAY CAUSE
OVERHEATIN6
MESH BAG IS liANDY
FOR SMALL ITEMS

IF WALLS AND WINDOWS
CONSTANTLY STEAM UP
IMPROVE AIR CIRCULATION

°VERMIN& CAUSES MARC-TO-REMOVE
WRINKLES,SORT CLOTWES IlJTO LOADS
THAT CAN BE DRIED TOGETHER
e OCL l/6
ois

David West Is Installed As
President Of West Kentucky
Regional Mental Health Board

Bible Thought for Today

Ten Years Ago Today

AND FASr RwSPNG

CLOTHES DRYER

Plea
CHEYENNE. Wyo. tUPI, Cheyenne Fire Chief L. W.
Warlaumont in 1890 told city
officials members of volunteer
David West of Mayfield was
fire departments in the then- installed as president of the
small town were badly in need Western
Kentucky
Regional
of rubber boots
Mental Health and Mental Re"I call your attention to the
---foitemen -of different- Are-cornponies asking for rubber boots,"
Warlaumont said in a letter to
the city fathers_ "Men are getting their feet wet at every
fire, which causes colds and
in some cases sickness. This
could be avoided if their feet
were protected.''

Bug Honored
ENTERPRISE. Ala.
There's a funny-looking little
hug enshrined on a tall monument here which is' a real conversation piece for passersby.
The insect is the boll weevil.
AD of them: they shall go to confusion together that
For years he played such havoc
are makers of idols. -Isaiah 45:16.
with the city's chief crop. of
Men still worship idols of wealth, or power, or social
cotton that he forced abandonposition But these do not bring happiness or serenity ment of that crop for a new
as hoped
cne - peanuts This area now
leads the nation in pearrut prodwAlon and residents were so
appreciative of the forced
change in the economy that
they erected a monument in
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
the center of the city to the
boll weevil.
Guy Billing-ton of Murray has been elected president
of Western and Kentucky Insurance Company.
Volcanic Benefits
Mrs. Billy Murdock, president, a.nnounced,plans for
WASHINGTON UPI -Volthe year's program of the Lynn Grove PTA at the exeCtke canoes are not unmiitted disasters Despite the destruction
live board meeting held recently.
Dr. and Mrs Joe Pat Anderson of Memphis, Term.,!they cause says the National
Geographic Society, they proare the parents of a son, Keith Gregory, born September
vide many benefits.
14. Mr. and Mrs. Orville Anderson of Murray are pathey build
For example
ternal grandparents.
mountains that draw rainfall
Mrs. G-enora Hamlett was elected president of the and temper climates: create
Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle at the meeting held land areas such as Hawaii and
at the Woman's Club House. Other officers are Mesdames Japan: br ing soil-enriching
minerals from the bowels of the
Mary Louise Baker, Laurene Styles, Heloise Roberts,
earth, and in some parts of
Lois Waterfield, Sallie Lawrence, and Hazel Tutt,
the world supply heat for
,warming homes or powering
!machines

20 Years Ago Today

PAG
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Quotes From The News

DETROIT - The Johnson administration's watchdog
committee on price stability, in a statement commenting
on the Chrysler Corp 's announced increase in the price
of its 1969 models.
"If it becomes the pattern for the industry, it would
cost the American consumer $750 million. The Chrysler
action Is clearly not in the national interest.-

TUESDAY - SEPTEMBER 17, 1968

TIMES - HURRAY, KENTUCKY

ALMANAC

by United Press International
PUBLISHED by LEDGER al TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY%
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 17,
Lao.. 001110lidataxi of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and
day of 1988 with 105
The Thnes-Heraki October 20, 19211, and the West Kentuckian, the 261st
remaining.
January 1. 1942
The moon is between its last
las N. 44k Street, Murray. Kellum:try 42171
quarter and new phase.
JAMES C. WELLIAMS, PUBLISHER
The morning star is Mass.
The evening stars are Venus
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Vann Hans ankh. In our opinion, are not for the best and Saturn.
On this day in history:
interest of our readers
In 178'7, the US. Constitution
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., IMO was completed at the ConstituMadison Ave. Meniphia, Tenn.; Time & Llfe Bldg., New York, NE,
tional Convention in PhiladelStephenion Bldg., Detroit. Mich.
phia and signed by a majority
Entered ist the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transtnlaiSon
of the 55 delegates.
Second Clam Matter
In 1796. President Washinghis farewell addSUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week Eic, per ton delivered
month 41.10, In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $6.90; ress and warned the American
Zones 1 & 2, $0.00. Elsewhere $11.00. All service aubscrtptions $11.00. people to avoid foreign alliances.
"The Omstaadbeg CM. Asset M a Cemmenkty is Um
In 1939. Russia invaded PoIntegrity at Its Newspaper'
land in World War II.
In 1962. nine new American
astronauts were named to train
TUESDAY -- SEPTEMBER 17, 1968
for moon flights.
A thought for the day British philosopher Bertrand
Russell said! "A good society is
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
a means to a good life for those
PRAGUE - An announcer on Czechoslovakia tele- who compose it. not seimethin
vision, speaking as cameras sliowed the front of the Na- having an excellence on its
tional Museum pockmarked
.bullets fired by occupa- OWfl account
tion troops during the Russian invasion:
"The August events did not add to its beauty."

&

DAN,ID WEST

tard.ition Advisory Hoard during a meeting at the Holiday
Inn. Mayfield, last week.
Other officers installed were:
Dr:Glynn F. Bushart,
vice-president: and James V.
Dorsett Jr., McCracken County,
sec reta ry-treasu rer.
Cc-ports from the group revealed that the comminity Mental
Health C enter of Western henk) has completed one full year
of operation Etom Mental Health
centers at Mayfield, Paducah,
Benton, Murray, and Fulton,
budget of $334,0OU has been
approved for the fiscal year 1969,
the group was informed.
Services are now beingprovidad for citizens of Region One,
McCracken, Gra‘es, Calloway,
Marshall,
Fulton, Livingston,
Hickman, Ballard, and (arlisle
Counties. A staff of 21 personnel is presently delivering services and will increase to 30.
The current case load is 702.
No person needing care has yet
been delayed, the group was told,

and as a inpatients have been
treated in Lourdes and Western
Baptist Hospitals.
The C'enter is handling an average of 60 emergency calls per
month. All patients discharged
by Western State Hospital are
now treated as required by Center staff.
Frank Groschelle, Slate Planning Officer for Mental Health
Center was the guest speaker.
G rose helle spoke on state hinds
available to the Mental Health
Center. lie stated that money
could be saved and a better job
done by counties joining forces
In the Regional Mental Health
Association. He said that one
county perhaps could not afford
a psychiatrist, but ten counties
together could afford one.
The most important project
to get a program started is leadership, technical knowledge, and
funds, Groschelle said. He said
the local communities could provide the leadership; technical
knowledge from the state; and
funds from the federal government.
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The natives of Chevron Island never
fade away when it rains. During fair
weather or foul, you'll find them
at the pump island, ready and waiting to give you fast, courteous, expert service foryour car. Remember
-Standard men are in business to
serve you! So, let them make your
motoring smooth sailing, whatever
the weather. Next time storm clouds
gather, head for safe harbor at
Chevron Island, just south of the
Standard sign. You'll find the natives are as friendly as e‘er.

Sr

Thi
10:3(
doors

'Uncle's' Burial .Place
ALBANY, N.Y. 'UPI, "Uncle Sam" is buried in Oakwood Cemetery, near Troy.
N Y, according to the New
York State Department of
Comrherce. "Uncle Sam" Wilson was a meat packer who
supplied the Army with beef
during the War of 1812.
The government stamp on
the beef-"U.S. Beef.-- was
taken to mean "Uncle Sam's
Beef." Other government material stamped "U.S.'' was similarly interpreted.
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Bowling

Giants Headed For Second
McCovey Trying For First

•a

NEW YORK,
(UPI) — The top single pop
records this week, based on
Billboard magazine's Survey
of sales and broadcast play
are:
I. "Harper Valley PTA,"
Jeannie C. Riley.
2. "People Got To Be
Free," Rascals.
3. "Hey, Jude," Beatles.
4. "Hush," Deep Purple.
5. "One, Two, Three, Red
Light," 1910 Fruit Gum
Compnay.
6. "Light My Fire," Jose
Feliciano.
7. "Born To Be Wild,"
Steppenwolf
8. "The Fool on the Hill,"
Sergio Mendez and Brazil 66.
9. "I've Gotta Get a Message to You," Bee Gees.
10. "The House That Jack
Built," Aretha Franklin.
11. "Time Has Come Today," Chambers Brothers.
12. "Revolution." Beatles.
13. "Slip Away," Clarence
Carter.
14. "1 Say a Little Prayer," Aretha Franklin.
15. "Fire," Crazy World of
Arthur Brown.

SPORTS ON TV
Thursday, September 19
10.30-11 p. m. — Munson Outdoors . . . Ch. 8.
•••
111'
Saturday, Soptember 21
Noon-12;30 p. m. — Pigskin
Preview . . . Ch. 8.
• ••
1230- 1 p. m. — Car and
Track . . Ch. 4.
•••
1-4 p. m. — Football . . .
Texas Christian University vs.
Georgia Tech. Ch. 8.
•••
•
2-2:30 p. m. — Championship
Bowling . . . Ch. 5.
•••
2:30-3 p. m. — Celebrity Billiards . . Ch. 5.
•••
3-5 p. m.
Baseball . .
Ch. 4."
•••
3-5 p. tn. — National League
Soccer . . . Ch. 5.
S'S
4-5:30 p. m.
Wide World
of Sports . . . Ch.- 8:

4

PALMER ADVANCES
PALM BEAGE—_GARDENS.
Fla. IUD — Arnold Palmer's
$30,000 win in the Kemper
Open at Sutton, Mass., increased his 1968 earnings to $110,377 making him the eighth play* er to earn over a hundred grand
this year. Billy Casper leads the
money winners with $171,436,
followed by Jack Nicklaus at
$151,302. Torn Wsiskopf, Julius
Soros, George Archer, Dan Sikes and Lee Trevino round out
the $100,000 club.

United Press International
Willie McCovey is one Giant
who is tired of finishing second.
While the San Francisco club
moves closer and closer to its
fourth consecutive second-place
finish in the National League
standings, McCovey is doing
something about improving his
leadership image.
McCovey, who never has won
a run batted in title even among the Giants despite a fearsome reputation as a slugger,
pulled abreast of Chicago's Billy Williams for the NL lead
Monday by driving in four runs
in an 8-4 victory over the Cincinnati Reds.
Those four RBI's gave the
towering first baseman a total
of 97 for the season, his largest
total in five years. He drove in
102 in 1963. McCovey already
holds the NL lead in home runs
with 34.
Giants Load Rods
The victory gave the Giants
a two-game edge over the Reds
in the race for runnerup honors behind the St. Louis Cardinals, who were idle. The Los
Angeles Dodgers blanked the
Atlanta Braves 6-0 and the Pittsburgh Pirates defeated the
Philadelphia Phillies, 6-1, in
other NL games.
The Detroit Tigers clinched
a tie for the American League
flag by blasting New York, 9-1,
while the
Baltimore Orioles

survived elimination by battering Boston, 8-1. Minnesota beat
California, 4-3, in the only other
AL game.
Giants fans Monday night
witnessed the rare sight of Willie Mays engaged in a shouting
match with two spectators.
Mays, in fact, had to be restrained from charging into the
stands to confront the two hecklers, both Air Force sergeants
dressed
in
civilian clothes.
"Nice catch, Willie," they jeered from the front row after
Mays made a spectatular catch
in the fourth. "For a $100,000
bum you're finally earning your
money."
No Hard Feelings
"There's no hard feelings,"
Mays said after the airmen were
escorted from the park. "The
guys can come back tomorrow."
McCovey climaxed a five-run
seventh-inning
rally against
Gary Noland and two relievers
by lashing a tie-breaking, tworun single which accounted for
the winning margin. Rich Robertson, who pitched two scoreless innings of relief, picked
up his first major league victory.
Bill Singer scattered nine hits
and climaxed a five-run sixth
inning with a two-run double
for the Dodgers. It marked Singer's seventh double of the season and helped him to post his
third straight complete-game
victory. Ron Reed 10-10 was
charged with the defeat
Weekend Sports
Gene Alley collected four hits
and Donn Clendenon and Bill
Summary
Mazeroski drove in two runs
apiece for the Pirates. Dock
By United Press Intarnational Ellis pitched his first major
league complete game and scatSaturday
STOCKHOLM, Sweden an — tered three hits, including Tony
Jimmy Ellis retained his WBA Taylor's solo homer.
heavyweight crown with a 15round decision over Floyd Patsvekesse..•-..seer•sees.to.sil'.,
terson.
,Pp
DETROIT VD — Detroit
SiandittqA
righthander Dennis McLain be-

came the first pitcher in 34
years to win 30 games in a
season as the Tigers beat the
Oakland A's 5-4.
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A deter'
$100,000 OPEN
mined Pam-ho Gonzalez. is
shown in action during the
$100,000 U.S. Open, Tennis
• Championships at Forest
Hills in New York

REED SIGNS
FARMINGDALE, N. Y. (13P1) —
Willis Reed, the New York
Knickerbockers- leading scorer
and rebounder, signed his 1968
contract Monday, leaving center Walt Bellamy as the team's
only holdout.
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Detroit Could Clinch Title
Tonite With Win Over Yanks

MAGIC-TRI LEAGUE
Weak of Sapt. 10, 19611
W. L.
Team Standings:
0
Murray Beauty Salon 8
0
Ezell Beauty School 8
1
Johnson's Grocery
7
'lay FRED DOWN
mer and solo homers by Brooks
4
Rowland Refrigeration 4
UPI Sports Writer
Robinson and Boog Powell pow5 , The
3
Country Kitchen
long wait may end to- ered
the Orioles to their vicJerry's
5
3
night for the Detroit Tigers.
tory over the Red Sox. Tom
Clifford's Gulf
3
5
With their magic number for
Bank of Murray
2
6
Phoebus, aided by Eddie Watt's
clinching the American League ninth
Owen's Food Market 1
7
-inning relief, raised his
pennant
"one,"
the
reduced
to
7
Carroll Volltswen Inc 1
record to 15-14 as he allowed
Tigers will face the New York eight
hits and four walks over
High Team Game Scratch
Yankees while the soon-to-beeight innings.
833 vaporized
Johnson's Grocery
Orioles
Baltimore
706
Murray Beauty Salon
Rookie Rick Renick led off the
play the Boston Red Sox.
700
Country Kitchen
ninth inning with his third hoHigh Team Game WHC
Either a Tiger'victory or a5.- mer of the season giving the
1029 Oriole loss will clinch Detroit's Twins' Jim Merritt his 11th vicJohnson's Grocery
976 first • pennant since 1945. The tory and tagging the Angels'
Country Kitchen
948 23 years are the longest any Sammy Ellis with his 10th deEzell Beauty School
AL city has waited for a pen- feat. Cesar Tovar's double and
High Team 3 Games Scratch
Rod Carew's triple had helped
nant since 1930.
Johnson's Grocery
2268
the Twins score three runs and
Murray Beauty Salon The Tigers, who clinched a tie the game in the eighth inn2026
Rowland Refrigeration
2021 be for the flag by routing the ing.
High Team 3 Gamits WHC
Yankees, 9-1, Monday night, will
Johnson's Grocery
2856 send Earl Wilson 13-12 against
Country Kitchen
2776 Stan Bahnsen 16-10 while the
Ezell Beauty School
2735 champagne bottles wait in the
clubhouse. The Orioles have
High Ind. Gam* Scratch
scheduled a 20-game
winner
220 Dave
Bobbie Garrison
McNally to pitch against
190
Mildred Hodge
Ray Culp 13-5 at Boston where
188 they
Jean Chancey
scored an 8-1 victory MonHigh Ind. Gam* WHC
lay night.
261
Bobbie Garrison
233
Jean Chancey
Twins Top Angels
Betty Darnell
225
The Minnesota Twins edged
High Ind, 3 Gam.. Scratch
Marilyn Kay Perini
486 the California Angels, 4-3, in
Betty Dixon
485 Monday's only other American
Bobbie Garrison
483 League game while the San
Francisco Giants downed the
High Ind. 3 Games WHC
Cincinnati Reds, 8-4, the Pitts620 burgh Pirates topped the PhilJean Chancey
612 adelphia Phillies, 6-1, and the
Marilyn Kay Parks
606 Los Angeles Dodgers beat the
Bobbie Garrison
Splits Converted
Atlanta Braves, 6-0, in National
Marilyn Kay Parks 4-5-7 & 2-7-8 League games.
Jean Chancey __ 5-10 & 5-8-10
3-10
Jackie Daugherty
Norm Cash drove in five runs
3-10 with a single and a three-run
Virginia Buchanan
Betty Riley
5-7 homer as the Tigers scored four
5-6 runs in the first inning and five
Betty Dixon
3-9-10 in the second to end the YankEstelle Ezell
Sandra Thompson
5-10 ees' 10-game winning streak—
3-10 longest in the majors this seaAnna Huie
2-7 son.
Nell Markovich
Lorraine Maggard
4-5-7
Debbie Boyd
5-10 John Hiller was tagged for
5-10 eight hits but walked only one
Pat Greer
2-7 batter and struck out seven in
Polly Owen
Vol. OVX I 1.9b
raising his record to 9-5 and
High Ind, Averages
LaVaughn Latimer
156 stretching the Tigers' winning
Mildred Hodge
155 streak to seven games.
Score On Homers
Betty Dixon
152
Marilyn Kay Parks
151 Don Buford's grand slam hoBobbie Garrison
151
Anna hue
151
Jean Chancey
146
Anna Flood
141
Jenny Humphreys
139
Label Parks
139
Wanda Nance
139
Nell Markovich
138
Betty Darnell
137
Nancy Rogers •
136
— Mildred Hodge, Secretary

American League
L. Pct. GB
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, Calif
ITV — Lee Evans bettered the x-St. Louis 93' 58 616
world 400 meter record with a San Fran. 81 70 .536 12
Cincinnati 78 71 .523 14
time of 44 seconds
Chicago
78 74 .513 15%
DETROIT (ort — No double Atlanta
76 75 .503 17
beat Damascus by almost three Pittsburgh 74 76 .493 184
71 80 .470 22
lengths in the $123,300 Michi- Phila.
69 82 .457 24
gan mile at the Detroit Race Los Ang.
New York 67 84 .44,4 26
track.
Houston
67 84 .444 26
FREEHOLD, N. J. us) — Car- x-Clinched pennant
Monday's Results
digan Bay, a New Zealand
Standardbred, became the first San Fran 8 Cincinnati 4
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
horse in harness racing to earn Pittsburgh 6 Phila 1. night
BOWLING LEAGUE
a million dollars by winning Los Ang 6 Atlanta 0, night
Wask of Soar. 13, 1968
Only
scheduled
games
the feature at Freehold RaceTeam Standings:
W. L.
Today's Probabl• Pitchers
way.
Astros
6
2
Chicago, Holtzman 10-12 at Twisters
6
2
New York, Selma 9-9, 8.05 1:1 • Glory
Sunday
Stompers
4
4
HOUSTON ro't — The St. M.
4 Fantastics
4
4
Pittsburgh, Moose 6-10 at Four
Louis Cardinals won their seSeasonn
4
4
cond straight National League Philadelphia, Short 17-11. 8:05 Sparemakers
4
4
pennant as they beat the Hou- p. m.
Befudled Four
6
2
Atlanta. Jarvis 16-9 at Hou- Trumpets
ston Astros 7-4. while the San
2
6
Francisco Giants were losing to ston, Cuellar 6-10. 8:30 p. m.
High Team Game
Cincinnati. Maloney 13-9 at
the Cincinnati Reds 4-0
Los Angeles, Osteen 10-18, 11 Glory Stompers
579
Twisters
545
SUTTON, Mass. fun — Arn- p. m.
St. Louis, Gibson 21-7 at San Befuddled Four
519
old Palmer won the Kemper
High Team Sariiis
Open golf tournament by four Francisco, Perry 14-14. 11 p. m.
Glory Stompers
Wednesday's Games
1652
strokes with a 12-under-par 276.
Chicago at New York, night
Twisters
1527
Astros
1521
BFUDGEHAMPTON, N. Y. run Pittsburgh at Phila., night
—Mark Donohue won the se- Atlanta at Houston, night
High Ind. Game Scratch
cond leg of the Can-Am auto Cincinnati at Los Ang , night Polly Owen
174
racing series with an average St. Louis at San Francisco
174
Shirley Wade
speed of 111.32 m. p. h
Hilda Bennett
161
American Leegue
High Ind, Game HC
W.
L. Pct, GS Polly Owen
BUFFALO, N. Y. (UK — Joe
21
97 54 .642
Collier was fired as coach of Detroit
Treva Grogan
217
fr 65 .574 10% Kay Addis in
the Buffalo Bills and Harvey Baltimore
216
Johnson named to succeed him New York 80 71 .530 17
High Ind, Thris• Games Scratch
81 72 .529 17
as chief mentor with the Amer- Cleveland
Poly Owen
471
Boston
79 72 .523 18
ican Football League club.
Mary Smith
447
Oakland
76 75 .503 21
Shirley Wade
446
72 79 _477 25
CARDWELL, Idaho (TIPO — Ca- Minnesota
High Ind. Three Games HC
Calif.
68 87 .428 32% Polly Owen
rol Mann captured the Shirley
603
Chicago
62 89 _.All 35
Eaglets:ten golf tournament,
Shirey Billington
Wash.
58 93 .384 39
Doris Scarbrough
577
Monday's Rosults
Splits Converted
Minnesota 4 California 3
Barbara Latimer
3-1-10
Detroit 9 New York 1, night
Valada Staurt
6-7-10
Baltimore 8 Boston 1, night
Lorraine Maggard
3-10
Only games scheduled
•
Margaret Morton __ 4-5 & 3-10
Today's Probable Pitchers
Sallie Guy
4-5
California. McGlothlin 10-14
Ramona Roberts
3-10
at Minnesota, Morris 0-0, 2:30
Verona Grogan
5-7
p. m.
Doris Scarbrough __ 5-10 & 2-7
Oakland. Odom 14-9 and Nash
Martha Gardner
4-5
12-11 at Chicago, Fisher 8-10
Polly Owen
3-10
and Horlen 10-13, 2. 7 p m.
6-7-10
Otis Birdsong
New York, Rahnsen 16-10 at
Top Tim Averages
Detroit, Wilson 1312. 8 p m.
159
Mary Smith
Washington, Moore 2-8 at
146
Shirley Wade
Cleveland, McDowell 14-12, 7:30
147
Ona Birdsong
p. m.
147
Polly Owen
Baltimore, McNally 20-9 at
140
Margaret Marton
Boston. Culp 13-5, 7:30 p tn.
137
Peggy Tobey
Wednesday's Games
137
Sallie Guy
California at Minnesota
134
Valada Stewart
New York at Detroit. night
. 131
Washington at Cleveland, night Pat Scott
130
Beauton Brandon
Baltimore at Boston
Only games scheduled
S

Caesura this hrrinalbia
wish ny afrgar at Os sr

By United Pro's International
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WALKS OUT
BRANTFORD, Ont. (UM) — Lou
Angotti left the Pittsburgh Penguins National Hockey League
training camp Monday
A club spokesman said the
30-year-old Angotti apparently
was miffed that coach Red Sullivan moved him from center
to right wing in a scrimmage
session Sunday.

Films Show Tenn.
.
Didn
'
t Tie Georgia

OLYMPIC PREPARATION
FRANKFURT. German
1-P!
—The first half of West Ger
many's Olympic team-150 ath
letes—left Sunday for Flagstaff, Arizona to undergo final
training for the Mexico games
Among the first contingent was
Liesel Westermann, 23. who
holds the world's record in the
women's discus throw of 62,54
meters, which she set earlier
this season .

ATLANTA TIPS — The Atlanta Constitution reported today
it has learned that a Tennessee
receiver did not have actual
possession of the football Saturday as he fell across the goal
line in the closing seconds,
scoring to help tie the Georgia
Bulldogs, 17-17.
Georgia officials said they
had no cfmment on the article,
SIGN DRAFT
which said game films showed
SAN FRANCISCO run _ The
Vol Gary Kreis had one hand
San Francisco Giants announced
on the ball as he was falling
Monday the signing of Gary
to the ground, and the ball,
Matthews, their top pick in the
"hit the turf momentarily" tieJune free agent draft, for a
forea.Kreis regained possession.
"substantial bonus."
"You don't win football games
on Sunday," head coach Vince
Doolye said.
Another Georgia spokesman ball," the Constitution quoted
said Dooley had seen the game Tennessee coach Doug Dickey
films, hut that he had nothini2 as saying, "but situations like
to say about them.
that are part of the game YouI
"I think Kreis caught thei Just have to accept it."

(
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BOYS 8 through 13!
FORD
WIN YOURSELF A TROPHY!

ENTER NOW!
IT'S FREE!

SIGN UP TODAY IN OUR BIG
PUNT, PASS & KICK COMPETITION!
Registration now going' on for our PUNT, PASS & KICK
Competition. You could win one of these 18 handsome, allmetal troph.ies we're presenting as our local PP&K Competition awards. We're very proud of these trophies and you will be, too, if you win in our local competition. And you
could go on to win all-expense trips to NFL- games and the
NFL Play-Off game in Miami, and a "Tour of Champions- to
Washington, D.C., with your mom and dad!
In PP&K you compete against boys your own age, so ydur
chances of winning are all the better! Our 18 trophies, to
instance, go to the top three boys in each age group in our ,
local PP&K Competition.
When you enroll we give you a FREE Tips Book on punting,
passing and kicking, written by NFL stars. And you get a
free official PP&K Contestant's Pin! So come in with yotrv.
mom, dad or your legal guardian to register. Registrationends October 4. HURRY! Sign up at .

Park
er
Ford
Inc.
At 701 Main Murray,Ky.

eit

eryone ofthese
8Fordsmust be
sold. Now!
Big stocks mean you get a big choice of
best-selling Mustangs, Torinos, wagons
and Ford LTD's. Immediate delivery. And
the best prices of the year! Come on in—
we're dealing.

Biggest price cut ever on big Fords.
Save on optional equipment, too,

Come in --see how low Mustang prices
can go. Options reduced, too.

We mean business...come save today!
Parkers Motors Inc.
Murray, Ky.
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Sandra Kaye Sins Becomes Bride
South Murray Club Vim= Ruth Wilson Circle
lOf William Butler, Union Ridge Church Has Meeting At
Hears Program By
Community
Center
Mrs. Jessie Roane
On Friday evening, Septem- blue sheath featuring an empire

ber 6, miss Sandra Kaye Sins wasa. Lime green accessories
Mr. and Mrs. C,ordie McThe Ruth Wilson Circle of
The South Murray Homemak- Dougal of Puryear, Tenn.,
and %ahem Jewell Butler were as: a corsage of green cymWomen's Society of Christhe
united in marriage at the Lek* bidium orchids completed her ers Club met at the Community Route Two are the parents of tian Service of the First UnitCenter on Ellis Drive on Thurs- a son, Cordie Allen, weighing
Ridge Baptist Church, at essemble.
ed Methodist Church held its
Aurora. Richard Edmiston, • Mrs. Butler, mother of the day. September 12, at one-thir- seven pounds seven ounces, regular meeting at the church
A
uncle of the bride. performed (rum, chose a pale aqua dress ty o'clock in the afternoon.
born on Sunday, September 15. on Wednesday. September 11,
matching accessories,
.1 the impressive double ring wit
Mrs. Kerinth Owen present. at 2:55 am. at the Murray-Calat seven-thirty o'clock in the
Pissed at her shoulder was a ed the main lesson for the
ceremony.
loway County Hospital. They evening.
The bride is the daughter of corsage of white cymbidium meeting on "Using of Dried
have one other child, a daughMrs. Jessie Houston Roane
Mr. and sirs. Joe B. Sills of or Aids.
Ground Beef". She gave each ter. Belinda Jean, age three. presented the program on "The
maternal
Oakley,
Elton
ers.
Hardin. air. Butler is the son
member recipes to use with
Grandparents are Mr and New Changes in the Women's
The New Hope Homemakers
of mrs. Ruby Butler and the grandmother of the bride wore
ground beef
Tuesday, Soptomber 17
Mrs. John McCuiston of Pur- Society of Christian Service".
Club began their fall program
knit
suit
,ivy
with
matching
late
Mn, Claud Butler of a
The Cordelia Erwin Circle of
The president. Mrs Harold year, Tenn., Route Two, and
The Chorus of the Music De- Brewers.
with a very enjoyable meeting
accessories. Mrs. Enna Cox,
She was assisted in the prothe Women's Society of Chrisheld at the home of Mrs. Rob- partment of the Murray WoVows were exchanged before paternal grandmother of the Eversmeyer. presided, and the Mrs. Otie McDougal, North gram presentation by Mrs. Ben
tian Service of the South Plea=an,
Grogan, program
ert Mce...age. Jr., on Wednesday. man's Club will have an or- an arch entwined with greenery bride was attired in a cran- secretary, Mrs. Claude Miller, Sixth Street. Murray.
sant Grove United Methodist
• ••
September 11, at one-thirty ganizational meeting immed- and flanked on either side by tall berry knit sheath with matching called the roll.
and Mrs. Eli AIexazTer.
Church met Monday. Septem- o'clock in
Mrs N. P. Cavitt gave the deiately following the reguiar vases of white gladioli and accessories.
Both
grandMr. and Mrs. Barry. Drew,
the afternoon.
The devotion was given by
ber 9, at seven-thirty o'clock
chrysanthemums. Twin spiral mothers wore corsages of white votion with the scripture read- South Ninth Street, are the Mrs. Max Carman.
Mrs. Cheslev Wilson gave the meeting of the department.
ing
in the evening at the church
from Romans 12:2-22.
• ••
and tree candelabras held white carnations.
parents of a son, named Steven
.devotion. Each member answerMrs. William Barker, circle
/with fifteen members present. ed the roll call with their fayOthers present were Mrs. Christian. born Saturday, Sep- chairman, presided. AnnounceImmediately following the
The Lynn Grove Elementary cathedral tapers which illumiMrs. Justine Story and Mrs. orite month.
School PTA will meet at the nated the altar scene centered ceremony a reception was held Quinton Gibson, Mrs. L. E. Fisk, tember 7, at the Murray-Callo- ments were made by Mrs. Mauby a white kneeling bench. Famthe home of the brides ma- Mrs. James Witherspoon, Mrs. way County Hospital.
Annie Lee Cooper. leaders,
Mrs. Franklin Burkeen gave school at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. Justrice Ryan.
ily pees were marked by hur- tt:a:al grandmother, Mrs. Elton Davy Hopkins. Mrs. T. S. Critplanneo an interesting program & most
Maternal grandparents are
interesting lesson on inc Story's first grade will pre- ricane
During the social hour recandles and large satin Oskley„ Mrs. Louise Washam, es, Mrs. A. L Rhodes, Mrs.
on "Hungry Children in USA". "Clothing Guides For
Mr. and Mrs. Howell Thurman, freshments were served by the
Fall and Sent the program.
the
the
bows.
bride,
of
kept
guest
aunt
Mary Jane Brittian. Mrs. W. A. 421 South Ninth Street, MurMrs Annie Lee Cooper gave Winter". She
•••
showed pictures
hostesses, Mrs. Fred Schultz
The program of nuptial music rieister, serving at the table Morris. Mrs James A. Parker,
the devotion reading Matthew of many
ray, and the paternal grandpar- and Mrs. Joe Ryan Cooper.
new fall fashions.
• The Faith Doran Circle of was presented by Mrs. Willard were Mrs. Gary Stress, Mrs.
23:3740 and John 21:15-17 fol.
and Mrs. Lee Jones.
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Robert
scs
Following the business sess-'
meettheFirswtUnitedM todi
thset Beasley, pianist, and Miss Nora Claude Butler, Mrs. Gary oaklowed with prayer by Mrs. Just- ion Mrs
The next meeting will be Drew of Bridgeport. ConnectiMitchael Miller led the Church
will
at
Miss
Morgan,
vocalist.
Millie
cox
ley,
and
Miss held on
ine Story.
Wednesday, October 9, cut.
group in songs and a game sortal hall at two p.m. with Mrs.
The bride, who was given in atartha K. Moller.
The group sang "Break Thou with Mrs.
at 1 -30 p.m. in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon TrevaWilson being the Jack Wilcox and Mrs. I. L. Clan- marriage by her father,entered
Leaving for a wedding trip
The Bread of Life" led by Mrs.
tan as h)Stesses and Mrs. J. T. the sanctuary attired in a floor the bride chose a Jonathan Lo- Mrs. N P. Cavitt Members than of Murray Route One are
winner.
Mrs. Oran Reeves of Murray
Imogene Paschall with Mn.
note change of meeting from the maternal great grandparlength, empire waist dress of withg
dress of gray
Those attending, not prey- Sammons as pragrain leader.
attended the wedding of Miss
Ruby Harrell at the piano. Mrs.
Thursday to Wednesday.
• ••
bridal satin. it featured a scalred accessories
ents and Mrs. Cora Berkley of Judith Powell Going and Luke
arof.
iously mentioned. were Mrs. 1
f wT
hit
he
•••
Jackson closed wwith
ithHazel
Bridgeport. Conn., is a pater- Doyle Ross at the First Baptist
Addie Crass, Mrs. Martha ParkCircle I of the First United loped yoke and bell sleeves of orchids from her bridal bouprayer
her
nal great grandmother.
er. Mrs Faye Farris, Mrs. Bet- Methodist Church WSCS will re-embroidered alencon lace. quet was pinned at
Church, Benton, on August 31.
Mrs Imogene Paschall cone
• ••
. Mts Ola Walston of the Conty Hutson. Mrs Judith Brum- meet in the senior youth room The scalloped Watteau style shoulder.
ducted the business session
train was of the same lace,
After a brief wedding trip
valescent Division of the Murley, and two visitors, Mrs. Co- of the church at two p.m..
Lamb of Murray
Mrs.
Gus
and fell gracefully from the the couple will be at home in
with the minutes being read
• ••
ray-Calloway County Hospital Route Two has been dismissed
ra Brandon and Mrs. lied&
shoulders. Her elbow length Hardin.
by the secretary. Mrs Clovis
and Mrs Ruth Trevathan of from the Western Baptist HosThe Christian Women's FelCook.
veil of bridal illusion was seBrown Mrs. Katherine RickMurray are maternal great pital, Paducah.
Refreshments were served lowship f the First Christian cured to a white satin
bow.
man and Mrs Esther Gooch
Her
great grandmothers
Church will have a patluck sup- bridal bouquet was
by the hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Saffer
a
spiral
argave the treasurer's reports.
• ••
Mrs. Will H. Broach was hon• ••
per at the hame of Mrs. Cole- rangement of better times
of Murray were among the out
roses
Delicious refreshments were
party
dinner
with
in
ored
a
man McKeel. Hazel Highway, and stephanatis surrounding by
of town guests at the weddserved 'by the hostesses. Mrs. California's total area of 1 2 at
observance of her 83rd birthday
6:30 p.m. Mrs. Harland Hodg- two cymbidium orchids. ,
ing on August 31 of Miss VivClara Brandon and Mrs. Ola million acres is larger than 92
Septemevening.
on
Saturday
Miss Bonita Jordon served
countries. including Japan ant es will have the program and
Woodchucks do not hide food ian Louise Wuth to Donald Eu•
Mae Brandon.
ber 14, at the home of Mr and
Mrs. Jo Crass will lead ;he as maid of Honor. Mrs. Linda
Italy.
• ••
for
the winter but gorge them- gene Stout at St. John's Catho-Changing Theological Con- Mrs. Ewing Swann. South 16th
Wyatt was matron of Honor.
worship.
•
•
all summer and hiber- lic Church. Melber.
selves
• ••
The National Association for
•••
Bridesmaids were Miss Pam- cepts" was the theme of the Street.
More Ainericans were killed
nate during the cold months.
servwas
dinner
delicious
ela
the Advancement of Colored in action at the Battle of GetA
program
of
Sins,
the
sister
Women's
of the bride,
Soc• • •
Murray Assembly No. 19 OrThomas Hughes of Murray
and miss Charissa Morgan, iety of Christian Service of the ed
People was founded in 1909 and tysburg in 1863 than in the der of the Rainbow for
The first niii;y yard in Amer- attended the wedding of Miss
Girls
the Urban League a year later. Revolutionary War
Those present were Harold ica was founded at Portsmouth. Holly Rendleman to
will have an installation of of- Kimberly Sirls, sister of the Mason's Chapel United MethodJames Anbride,
CunTed
served
Mrs
as flower girl. ist Church held Wednesday Broach, Mr. and
ficers at the Masonic Hall at
N.H., in 1833.
dy Rudolph at the Immanuel
The attendents were attired evening. September 11, at ningham and children. Teresa
seven p.m.
Baptist Church, Paducah.
in identical floor length dresses seven-thirty o'clock at the and Gregg, Mr. and Mrs. Jim• ••
Jones,
Obie
Mrs.
Erwin,
of
my
Autumn
rose
church
with
velvet.
Mrs.
Eupal
UnderTbe
The Brooks Cross Circle of
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Swann. Mr.
the First United Methodist empire waist featured satin wood as the leader.
bows. Their headpieces were
Auto Repair
Mrs. William Adams read and Mrs. C. W. Jones and son,
Church will meet with Mis
bows fashioned from matching an article on "Marriage Be- Ricky. Mrs. George Fielder and
Forest Priddy. 1639 Catalina,
7th ht - 753-1751
velvet and backed with pink tween Two
Faiths" taken from children. Marsha and David,
at 7.30 p in. Mrs James Wea- illusion.
They carried colonial a booklet,
"Guideposts" entit- Miss Beth Broach, and the hontherly will have the program. nosegays of pale pink
carnations
oree, Mrs. Broach.
• ••
with streamers of pink and led -Two Faiths One Love"
•••
Mrs
Underwood discussed
•
The Music Department of the autumn rose velvet. The flower
Murray Woman's Club will have girl wore a pink floor length the program lesson taken from
SEE YOUR FAVORITE TV SHOW
a patio buffet at the club house dress with a headpieceto match the book, "A Modern Bridge
— ON —
at .6:30 p.m. Hostesses are Mes- the bridesmaids. misses Leisha Between Judahism and Chrie
dames Harris Byrd. Vernon and Tammy Butler, nieces of tianity" by Martin Buber.
Shown, Morgan Sisk. Tommy-e- the groom, were attired in i- -it -was pointed out that idPhone 753-5006
105 N. 5th Street
The Woman's Missionary SocD Taylor, James Kline, John dentical dresses and head- thought Martin Buber was an
C. Winter. J D. Rayburn, and pieces, served as rice girls obstinate Jew, Christ held a iety of the Hazel Baptist Church
at the door.
high place in his heart, and 'held its observance of the week
Rabert Johnson
• ••
'Claude Butler was chosen Christianity and Judahism have of prayer for state missions at
by his brother, as best man. a mutual-Inheritance with Jes- the church annex each afterWednesday, September II
noon last week at one-thirty
The P:qtertown Homemakess Gary Oakley, uncle of the bride, us being a Jew.
serveo as groomsman. ushers
Mrs Brent Newport. presi- o'clock.
Club will meet at the Holiday
were Michael Morgan and Hen- dent. presided over the busMrs. Vivian Farris, prayer
Inn at 10:30 a.m. with Mrs. Re
By Abigail Van Buren
•
ry Buntain, who also lit the
iness meeting and reported on chairman, was in charge of the
sezella Outland as hostess. . eandles.
• ••
DEAR ABBY My husband accuses me of having affairs
Mrs. Joe B. sirls chose for the Officers Training Day held programs throughout the week
The J N Williams chapter of her daughters wedding a royal at Trinity Church, Paris. Tenn. on the theme. "Why State Miswith other men. but I swear I've never let another man touch
She gave guide lines set for sions".
'he United Daughters of the
me He says he is sure he is right because I am cold as ice
the year's work.
A good attendance was reConfederacy will have a lunwith him
CARROLL VW, INC. I MURRAY,KENTUCKY 42071
Important
announcements ported at the meetings held
cheon at the home of Mrs. C
Abbs. if he would only shave and take a bath maybe that
SOO CHESTNUT STREET
were made
i
W. Waldrop, Miller Avenue, at
Monday through Friday
TEL 1502) 753.8550
Refreshments were served
would help some. but he goes to bed in the same dirty
12 noon. • ••
by the hostess, Mrs. Eupal Unundershirt he's worked in all day He does construction work. I
derwood. . during the social
The Nature's Palette Garden
He shaves maybe every 3c1 or 4th day. and he seldom uses
The Jessie Houston Servise
Club will meet at the Com- Club of Woodmen of the World hour.
a toothbrush The sight and smell of him kills all my desire to
•• •
munity Center on Ellis Drive held its regular monthly meeteven kiss him I am only 32. Is my reaction normal, or is there
at
1:30
p.m.
with
Mrs.
Cletus
something wrong with me'
ing Thursday evening. Septem- Automobiles in Los Angeles
COLD IN HUNTSVILLE
Robinsan as hostess. "Papier ber 13. at six-thirty o'clock at
County discharge more than
Mache"
will
be
the
lesson by the Murray Woman's Club
DEAR COLD: You are normal, but there could be
10.000 tons of carbon monoxide
Mr_
A. C. Woods and each
something wrong with yew husband. The husband-wife
Following a delightful meal. and nearly 2.000 tons of unmember is to bring something Mrs Heloise Roberts. president burned gasoline a day.
relationship is probably the most intimate of all human
to cover.
• • _.
presided over a short business
relationships. and in order for it to provide the ultimate in
•••
Chile's constitution dates
se;sion.
marital relations. cleanlieess is indeed nest to godliness.
The Oaks Country Club will
Members have for the post from 1925, when it established
Tell him. Lady, tell him! But tell him out of lose, sot
have its regular ladies day golf
system.
several months brought smill the presidential
• . •
anger. A little soft soap sometimes goes a long way.
with Maxa Read 753-4920 as
"
- gifts for the service men in
golf hostess. The ladies day
Only one out of three ChileVietnam These articles includluncheon will be served with
DEAR ABBY The letter from "MORTICIAN'S SON"
ed pocket book editions, tooth- ans lives in a rural area.
Freda Butterworth 753-1293 and
paste. soap, combs, ballpoint
interested me because it sounded like my husband and me
Maxine Scott 753-5329 as hospens, needles, thread, buttons,
A cottontail rabbit's first litbefore we were married. I liked him a lot. but I didn't want to
tesses. Please make reservatemery boards. 'wash cloths, dis- ter is born in early Spring and
be a funeral director's wife either. so I was all for calling it
ions by Monday evening.
posable cloths, canned foods each litter has four to seven
•••
quits before it got too serious
(small). kool-aid, lemonade mix, rabbits.
Well, my husband-to-be decided that being a mortician
. The Wadesboro Homemakers
plastic bags to keep articles
CIO will meet at the home of
wasn't as important_ to him as I was, so be went into another
dry, candy, chewing gum safety
Mrs. R. D. McDaniel at 12 noon.
line and we were married We've been happily married for 18
pins.
•• •
years now, and neither one of as has any leg,eta
Red and green "ditty bags"
'Thursday,
September
19
That was real cute the way you told that mortician s sop
had been made by Mrs. Jessie
The Tau Phi Lambda So
that it his girl didn't "dig" his profession he should 'bury' the
MC a member of the club
ity will have an initiation celeafter the meeting, the
and
romance. but I hope you pert this to show another point of
MIND
m -my at the Woodmen of the
members enjoyed stuffing the
"HAPPY CHOICE"
view
Warld Haaset seven p.m.
bags. These will be sent to
The Home Department orthe Vietnam through the Red Cross
DEAR HAPPY: Regardless of the choice in the begienisg.
Headquarters.
4
we all end up with the inneral *rector in the end.
Murray Woman's Club
Mrs Celia Crawford, receivmeet at the club house at two
p.m. Hostesses will be Mes- ed the Woodman of the World
DEAR ABBY: "INA QUANDARY" has set me to thinking
dames Max Hurt, Bun Swann, Service award recently. Mrs.
I am not asking you to betray a confidence. Abby. but that
J. T. Sammons, E. A. Lund- Crawford, a retired school tealetter sounded like it could have been written by the wife of the
quist,
David Henry. • Jewell cher devotes much' nf her time
man I am going with Was her last initial "M" This is very
to helping others. She is a
Parks, and Bun Crawford.
important as I would like to find out whether this man Is
Gray Lady at the Murray-Callo- •• •
HIS GIRL FRIEND
lying to me or not Thank you
Temple Hill Chapter No. 311 way County Hospital and active
Methodist Church and
Order of the Eastern Star will In the
DEAR GIRL 'FRIEND: Sorry. I can't give you any
the Senior Citizens Club.
at
meet
the
Masonic
Temple
•••
at
information about the identity of "IN A QUANDARY.- But'
7:30 pm.
A married man who is "going with" another
Both
here's a clue
of
President Herbert
•• •
Hoover's
woman is obviously lying to his wife And a man who would
The Business and Profession- London. children were born in
he to his wife would probably lie to his girl friend
al Women's Club will meet at
. . .
the Woman's Club House at
Seven of the 35 U.S. presi6:30 pm
DEAR ABBY. 1 am expecting a baby within the next 2
dents died in the month of
• ••
July
weeks My husband has agreed to take me to the hospital and
The executive board of the
stay with me for 6 hours. No more He says if the baby hasn't
Kirksey PTA will meet at the
come by that time, he goes
NOTICE
school at 1:30 p.m.
COMPt
NW PLAN
Abby, this is our first child, and I'd feel so much better
The Ledger & Times will
.• • •
AGAINST
knowing that my husband would be with me until the very end,
MANTIS
The Annie Armstrong Circle *fort Its "Campus Time"
0
but I can t get him to change his mind
of the Hazel Baptist Church column again soon. All stuWhat is wrong with a man who would make a decision like
Y-CALL near Pm
Mel
WMS will meet at the home of dents of Murray and callo.
PeinkTume
w•y County •nrolling in uniEXPECTING
that'
Mrs Ora Joyce at seven pm
Mrs Vivian Farris wilt he in versities and colleges, including Murray State UnlDEAR EXPECTING: He's selfish. And a little sadistic.
charge of the program
v•rsity, ar• asked to send
105 N. 5th Street
• ••
their name, Parents, name,
Everybody has a problem What's yours? Yee a personal
..
_
The state flower of Penns'
course of study, and any
reply write to Abby, Box WIC Los Angeles, Cal toOsI and
vania is the mountain laure:
other pertinent inform 'lion
mass, a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
•"
to the Ledger & Times to Is•
There are more than .12.0('
FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET. "HOW TO HAVE A LOVELY
included in the annual featMI'S& OPIVIONIMS
living Spanish-American Ws: u'• column of th• daily news
WEDDING," SEND till TO ABBY, BOX MSC LOB
son
veterans. alloaver 80. accordis
limpr
MEOW .••••
pap•r
ANGELES, CAL. nen
to the Veterans Administi anus
•
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The next best thing to a new car:
a used car with a 100% guarantee.
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!son Circle
rogram By
de Roane

Yawn Circle of
Society of Christhe First Unit
Churchheld its
g at the church
, September 11,
o'clock in the
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TELEVISION SCHEDULE
•

5 :00
30 Worship
00 Morning Show
6 10
Moraine Show
7 ix Today
Today;
Wits,30
00 Today; News
8 30
9 '0
00 'nap Judgment
Concentration
n
00 eitrionsility
I WI 3'1 Hollywood Smarts
Jeopardy
1 IIe OCw Eve
Guest
TOCJV

1

•

Repair

- 753-1751

•

R,pcord

___

Boto Show
Bolo Show
Bozo Show
Bozo Show
Romper Room
Romper Room
Dick Civet/ Show
Dick Cavell Shaw
Bewitched
Treasure Isle

eg

-00
- 30
:Of
00

Noon Show
Noon Show
Oers of Our Lives
The Doctors
Another World
30 You Don't Say
ply,
* Game, News

TIME13
,___!—_ MURRAY, KENTUCKY

2 -00
3. ..1
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foreign flavor
I

JOAN O'SULLIVAN
MOW THAT September
Ratatouille is a French gar- GARDEN PATCH SKILLET
11 hopefully will bring along den skillet of such good things
(RATATOUILLE)
cooler weather, how about as zucchini, eggplant, onion
1 lg. onion sliced
making a good resolution to and tomato sauce with tomat •
c. ptwe vegetable oil or
try at least one new recipe bits.
olive oil
each week? Add the successes
Head for Greece and our
1 lg. green pepper, cut in
to your file of favorites to second recipe, Pasticcio, a susquares
serve -when you're entertain- perb macaroni casserole that's
1 eggplant, cubed or
ing.
great for entertaining. It can
sliced
You couldn't find a better be rooked ahead, stored in
1 lg. zucchini, sliced
place to start than with one the freezer and heated when
2 (8 oz. each) cans or 1
of today's foreign favorites company comes.
(15 oz.) can tomato

0
10,

9
10
I

11 A

el

I

News; Wthr.i Sports
Jack and to.
Beanstalk
Beverly Hillbillies
Green Attlee
He and She
Dom DeLulse Shoe
Dons DeLuis• Show
News: Wttir./ Sports
Perry Mason
Perry Mason
hiof iv.
"Haws on
Telegraph Hill"
Movie

_

_

BiSNOP

SNOW

News

LOPEZ SAYS
First Title
CHICAGO
— Al Lopez
NEW YORK I UPI — The
New York Giants won their has changed his mind and a•first National Football League greed Ito manage the Chicago
Eastern division title in 1933. White Sox for one more year,
the White Sox announced Sunday. Lopez assumed the managReal Streak
NEW YORK , UPI / —Joe Di- erial reins July 12 when owner
Maggio's famous 58-game hit- Arthur Allyn fired Eddie Stanting streak lasted from Mt* ky, with the understanding that
Lopez would lust finish out the
15, through July 16. 1941,
1968 season.

11

THE FRENCH have a word for this Garden Patch Skillet. It's Ratatouille, a marvelous
medley of cooked-together peppers, eggplants, zucchinis and tomato sauce with tomato bits,

Itwiway 77c, ORPftzwt.Nriw

treet

Snack Tables
That Stow Away

By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
HEN it cornea to ivi ge
gatherings, most young
homemakers find a buffet dinner is the rasy-cut answer to
entertaining. It is art eminently satisfactory answer, too,
providing guests-- men, in particular -cich t have 4, do_., a
plate-on-the-iap tailancini.- act.
Resting pla.ces must be j.ru
v.ded 107 plates

W

•

wv car:

[rantee.
42071
753 8850

-51

It the group is small, end
and cr-flee tables will see you
through. But, if you've invited
a mob. more help Is needed.
Snack tables come to the rescue. The Ones pictured here
store neatly and decoratively
when not in use Out, a1, a moment's notice, they're ready to
serve when (A TrIpany comes
alling

The First
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
first professional football game
in the United States was played in Latrobe, Pa., on Aug. 31,
1895. between the YMCA of
Latrobe and Jeannette, Pa.

Wasn't His Day
Charter Member
NEW YORK 1UPI'—Oscar CANTON, Ohio v UPI —Jim
Walker of Buffalo became the 'Thorpe. who began to Playfirst National League baseball for-pay in 1915, is a Charter
player to strike out five times Member of the National Proin a nine-inning game on June fessional Football Hall of
20. 1879.
Fame.

Spee(tacular) First
NEW YORK eUPI) —Boston's William H. White was. in
1877, the first National League
baseball pitcher ever to wear
spectacles in a game.

Alert Interceptors
HOU,TON, Tex. (UPI)
Pootball
The -American
League's record for pass interceptions in one season is held
jointly by Fred Glick of Houston and Dainard Paulson of
the 1964 N.Y. Jets.

Where It Is
NEW .YORK I UPI .---44...was
Joe Carr. first president of the
National Football League, who
first said: "Any league. in orcinr to succeed, must have a
successful franchise in New
Yark City."

11;41 rIf

I NOW ON :
:s DISTHEPLAY

THRICE SNA('K TABLES by L:.•sco join forces to make a coffee table. When not needed
they 1:1 together .r, a very unique way and -create attractive end tat-le next to sots.

•

1

Season with salt and freshly
ground pepper: add parsley.
oregano, basil and garlic.
Cook. uncovered. 10 to 15
minutes or until vegetables
are done.
Serve hot or chilled. Serves
4
PASTICCIO
I lb. lean ground terve(
1 onion, chopped
2 18 oz. each i cans
tomato sauce
1 clove garlic. crushed
1 bay leaf
1 tsp salt
lb butter or
Hunt•Wenson Foods, Inc.
margarine
PAsTICCIO is three layers of goodness: macaroni, topped
1 tbsp. flour
kith chopped beef, topped with more macaroni and sauce.
2 c. milk
114 c. 11 lg. jar) shredded cheese. Return to low heat; baking dish; spoon meat sauce
cook and stir until simmering- over then cover with remain• Parmesan cheese
hot and smooth.
3 eggs, slightly beaten
ing macaroni mixture. Pour
Stir small amount of tot remaining cheese sauce over
1 18 oz.I pkg elbow
cheese sauce into eggs and top.
macaroni, cooked and
blend well; then blend egg
drained
Bake at 400 F. for 15 to 20
mixture into remaining cheese minutes. Cool for about 10
In skillet, brown beef with
onion; pcur off fat. Stir in a a ii c e, stirring eons
tiv. minutes then cut into squares
Bring to a simmer, a
tomato sauce, garlic, bay leaf
to serve.
and salt. Simmer. uncovered, constantly, until sauce is thick
Recipe serves 6 to 8.
25 minutes: remove bay leaf. Isauce.may look slightly curNote: Any leftover Pasticcio
Meanwhile, in saucepan dled).
may be foil-wrapped and re- Stir half of cheese into hot frigerated or frozen.
melt butter; remove from
To remacaroni. Pour half of maca- heat, place foil
heat.
package in a
Stir in flour, then milk and roni mixture into 12x8x2 inch :150 F. oven for 20
minutes.

Maver,cit
The Avengers
The Avengers
Peyton etece.111
M e•
'Longest Hundred
Miles"
Movie
News, WM., Sports
Joey Bishop Show
Jove Bishop Shore
.10eV

sauce with tomato bit,
Salt
Freshly ground peppel
2 tbsp. chopped fresh
parsley
it tap, oregano
42 tsp. basil
1 clove garlic. minced
In large skillet, cook onion
in oil anti! transparent. Add
green pepper, eggplant and
zucchini; cook 5 minutes.
Sttr in tomato sauce with
tomato bits; simmer, covered.
30 minutes. stirring occasion.
ally.

WEDNESDAY EVENg PROGRAMS
00 News, Wthr., Sots
30 Ti,. Virginian
110 rrie Virginian
.30 The Virginian
0c) Music Hat:
30 Musk Hal:
00 The Outsider
30 The Outsider
ea News: Wth,.. Sots
n T3Meht Show
ir Tortioht Ibis*
30 Tonight Show
le Mere Griffin thz:
3. Mery Griffin
:— Pry Griffin Show
30
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Makes These
Recipes Great

News; Singing Cony,
As the World Turns
Many Spiangorto
Guiding Light
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
iffiititi,:
s:iegilarit
s%ndNews

Dream House
‘e
It's 'aposning
Newlywed
Game
0
Dating Game
General Hospital
One Live To Live
Real McCoys
Dart Shadows
A
00 Let's Make a Dee; Movie:
Batman
"watch Me Birdie" I Love l •JC V
7_ )0 Afternoon Show
C
:.40 Alter noon Show
Movie
News
K
'10 Huntiey•Brinkiey
CBS Asinine New.
Mriveru-e

eeves of Murray
xedding of Miss
Goins and Luke
the First Baptist
1, on August 31
••
amb of Murray
; been dismissed
ern Baptist Hos-

3

Movie

Farm Newe
Country Junction
Country Junction
Country Junction
CBS and Local News
Captain Kamen*
Captain Kangaroo
Mike Douglas $hcre
Mike Douglas 'Show
Andy of MayberrY
Dick Van peke Show
Love of Ulm News
SeenCh tor Tomorrow

8z

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

•

Thomas Salter 4.
! among the out
s at the wedd
31 of Miss Vivh to Donald Euit John's Catholber.
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1969 FORD :
' TRUCKS :

spi

SEE US FOR A GOOD DEAL
WE HAVE
JUST LIKE BIA)C114.S. these 16" by 16," cubes can be—stacked for storage. creating a tall,
skinny hook( ass Styled by Thomasville, the cute serve as small tables_ o7 stoois

Kir. AB,
0.

WHEN EMAIXED, Copes ,nack tables provide shelf space
for rriagliaines Royalcrat 1. ps are heat and stain-resistant.

•
•
•
410 •
•
•
•
•
•

'VICTOR CHAMPION ADDING •*SUBTRACTING MACHINE
ONOW ONLY $9950

•
iPARK16.raw "k

LEDGER & TIMES
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
• de.

40>

lt• .00•it.

1

If You Don't See Us Before You i
Trade . . . You Haven't Gotten THE I
Best Deal

- A Here's a versatile. allpurpose adding machine,
to give years of dependable trouble
im designed
free performance This compact, 10 Key
Champion lists 7 columns and totals El
0 (999,999 99) You'll find the Champion easy
and convenient to use, electric operation
makes figurework fast and effortless

•
•

1 22 1968 FORD TRUCKS
IN STOCK

7th & MAIN STREETS
MURRAY. KY.

MASTER OF ALL HE SUevres, you might say, is Rep carl
of ,the Demoeratic N'ational
Albert, permanent .h.o ,
-Convention, as he casc- - cne in Chicago*. Amphitheatre
4t.
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Business
Briefs

BOATING
By JACK WOLISTON

Spurr Wheat Growth
DAVIS, Calif. It UPI)—Plant
growth regulators may increase
grain producUons University of
California research shows. Milton D. Miller, DC agronomist.
reports chemical sprays on
plant foliage hiked w hes t
yields by as much as 28 per
Cent.
There was some increase in
protein food values of the
wheat grains, he reported, and
plant heights were reduced by
several inches — an advantage
to the farmer. The sprays tested are not yet available for
commercial use.

Gap Narrows
NEW YORK (UP!1 — Salaried workers' continue to get
longer vacations than hourly
paid employees but the gap is
rapidly closing, according to a
nationwide survey of American
industry by a management
services firm.
Many blue collar workers
now get three weeks' paid
leave after 10 years' service, the
same as most white collar
workers, the study by Wofac
Corporation
discolsed. Some
companies have wiped out any
differences between salaried
and hourly workers in length
of service time requirements,
according to the poll. One
large employer in Minneapolis
that gives two weeks to everyone after two years has even
"reversed the gap"—the blue
collar workers get three weeks
off after five years but white
collar employes must waft six
years.

Smuggling by large-scal• operators uses all means of transportation, including fishing boats
such as this
By EMIL ZUSIYPI
"There is an absence of naCentral Press Association Correspondent
tional responsibility a m ong
MEXICO CITY-'Everybody in Mexico is a smuggler," mourn- many citizens." mourned
Calfully complained Francisco Calderon. an assistant director of the deron. "and that's why
the
Mexican Federation of Industrial Chambers. "I guess the compul- illegal contraband traffic floursion to cross a frontier with contraband is a universal ailment ishes and is increasing"
Which affects honest citizens Now, I'm not talking about large
• • •
scale smuggling by shady characters or gangs.
A SPOT CHECK of Mexican
"It's the penny ante smuggling of clothing, wine and liquor, citizens in such key centers as
small transistor radios, watches, fountain pens and scores of oth- Mexico City, Cuernavaca, Puer easily concealed items that cross the border into Mexico -in ebla. Oaxaca and Acapulco
large quantities every day of the week.
gave the other side of the story.
-I suppose its considered like running through a red light by Irritated citizens, admitting for
most of these amateur smugglers.
the most part their -criminal"
Many of them just do it for kicks and feel there is no harm smuggling, said all that would
ra bringing in riserelsitraitse
be necessary for them to give
ranging from a couple pairs of gimmick.
up the practice would be lifting
socks, or candy, or imported
The border is long and hard Of restrictions on imported
canned goods ii more expensive
to police, and even customs of- products from toys to wines
items such as jewelry. portable
ficers who are averse to tak- and liquor, to clothing and luxtelevision sets. etc."
ing bribes cannot stem the il- ury goods.
-A reasonable duty of 10 per
Calderon said citizens do not legal movement except by a
cent or so should be imposed,
realize that their small time small percentage.
and not the 150. 200, 300 per
smuggling causes, or can cause.
• • •
cent or more that now is levied
serious damage to the Mexican
ESTIMATES
of
the
raitre
of
on the few foreign items still
economy and national industhe illegally introduced merchan- permitted entry,"
one citizen Women Fill
tires.
dise allegedly runs to more than said,
"Besides." Calderon fumed.
Manpower Need
a
billion
pesos
184
million) anCitizens are short-tempered
"It's illegal
DETROIT UPI —The annually. or more.
with Mexican industry, which
• • •
Mexicans. despite all the of- always howls that it is being swer to an anticipated shortTHF BORDER smuggling ficial efforts to educate them
bankrupted by the citizen age of office workers is womgimmick practiced by most Mex- to ''buy Mexican,"
show a dis- smugglers, and ask for even en, report researchers of Kelly
icans who live in close proximity inclination to do
this, and more restricting protectionist Services, national supplier of
to the United States has been wherever possible will buy
temporary help services.
for- custom policies.
going on in its present form for rign-made goods.
Kelly points out that in 1967
"All that is needed is that
more than 50 years. and intensiThis has led to 'a situation quality of Mexican goods be nearly 7 million women workfied in the past 10 to 15 years as where quite a number of enterimproved," the citizen who pre- ed in temporary jobs and one
Mexico placed a ban on im- prising citizens living in border
fers anonymity for obvious rea- out of four women worked less
ports of so-called luxury items. areas, and even those
than 35 hours a week at any
as deep sons stated.
or those alfeady made in the south as the Mexican capital
Carlos Hallstein Rivas, of the one time. The company says
republic.
and other interior points, make Mexico City Chamber of Com- that despite expanding ,use of
However all Mexican citizens. a practice of crossing the bor- merce. admitted that the
smug- computers and other business
' frustrated by the inabnitY to der. filling up with American gling activity could be
ended if machines, clerical workers of
legally purchase U.S. high-qual- products, returning home and Mexican producers would
show all types will be needed.
ity merchandise and products, selling these to friends and more responsibility in
improving
resort to the amateur smuggling heighbors for a healthy profit. the quality of their
products.
New Cloth
LIMA, Peru (UPI) — Clothing manufacturers here claim
that a new mixture of fiber, a
combination of alpaca wool
end synthetic material, produces a durable cloth that is
inexpensive to produce. The alpaca is a wooly, camel-like animal, a cousin of the llama that
is common in Peru.

Starter
set.
One of the very best ways you can get a
new baby started in life is by buying him
or her 1 U.S. Saviiigs Bond. And once
you're started, keep on with it. As the
baby grows, the Bonds you keep buying
will grow, too. When the baby is ready
for college, the Bonds will be ready to
help pay for college.

Jr'

NOW—Higher Rates!
Sawings Bonds now pay 4.25, when
held to maturity—and Freedom Shares
(sold in combination with E Bonds) pay

0e
•s

The U.S. Gorerxon•wt
Itrofiee is COOpo vows “

a full
The extra interest will be
added as, a• bonus at maturity.
And now you can buy the Bond/FreeSam Share—combination any time — no
monthly commitment necessary Getn the
facts where you work or bank.

U.S.Savings Bonds,
new Freedom Shares

Collections Off
WINCHESTER, England
.UPD—A thief who ransacked
the tax collector's office found
nnly 60 cents.

AMINNMEI\
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•
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FURNIS
boys. Cl
3040 or

10 CHILDREN ORPHANED BY HEADON AUTO CRASH These 10 children were orphaned in
Madera, Calif., when Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Morns were killed in a headon Auto crash.
When Th. Rev. Salvatore Bentivegena of St. Joachim's Catholic church broke the news
to them, they pleaded, "We want to stay tsgether, Father. Don't let them separate
us." The children are front) Judy, 16; Kathleen, 17; Edward, 3; ifrom left, rear)
Michael. 10: Jeffrey. 8; Linda. 15; Carole, 14; twins Robert and Roberta. 11, Theresa, 12.
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(Save cabinet space)

with a $3.00 purchase of Ashland Gasoline
Avocado Green mugs are heat-resistant, Fire-King ware and
designed to fit on top of each other for convenient stacking—save cabinet
space And you'll like their clean good looks on the table, too Use the
mugs for coffee, tea, hot chocolate or milk
Start stac img up a complete set With every
53 00 p chase of Ashland Gasoline you get
rn stacking mug FREE Just drive in
One
to any Ashland Oil service station displaying
the -FREE MUG- sign
ASHLAND

•

*THREE
for six
conditioi
16th., ac
be seen
753-1262
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CAMPAIGNING gets pretty
heesey foi Spiro T. Agnew
as he shoulders a 15-pound
Provolone while passing
through Oshkosh. Wis

THREE
two bat
living ro
Campus.

2 TWOcated bi
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Elemental
HOLLYWOOD iUPj —England's Colin Blakely- will play
Dr Watson In Billy Wilder-le
"The Private Life of Sherlock
Holmes"

IL

•

•

Stag* to Screen
HpLLYWOOD.UPI , —
Broadway's -Star Spangled
Girl" will get the celluloid
treatment at Paramount studios
with Howard 'Koch producing

LAKES1
estudents
Cypress
3315.

•

Industry sources report that
Outboard Marine Corporation
is dickering with Crag Breedlove to drive one of its Evinrude or Johnson rigs in the
Outboard
World Championships Nov. 30-Dec. 1 at Lake
Havasu City, Ariz. Breedlove,
who holds the land speed mark
of 601 miles per hour, was tossed „out of his boat when he
competed in the event last
year at the Colorado River reion city, but apparently OMC
experts
are
convinced
he
should be on the team.
• • •
One of the big attractions at
the current Marine Trades Exhibit in Chicago's International Amphitheatre is Thunderbird Products Corporation's experimental 32-foot gas turbine
powered Formula 322. The
craft has a single United Aircraft ST6A gas turbine engine
rated at 450 horsepower hooked
up to a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft SJ6 waternet pump.
A novel aspect of the turbine boat is that, it has ne propellers or rudders. Steering and
reversing are accomplished by
a mechanism that deflects the
high velocity water jet. The
boat, which is said to have
speeds in the 45-mile-per-hour
range, still must undergo extensive ocean testing.
• • •
One of the best times for the
1,086-mile trip down the Mississippi River from St. Louis
to New Orleans was recorded
recently by Lou Cooley and
his wife, Dorothy. Their running time in the 20-foot boat
powered by four 105-horsepower Chrysler outboards was 20
hours and 8 minutes, or en average of about 53 miles per
hour. They had planned the
trip non-stop but were forced
to stop overnight in Helena,
Ark., when their pit crew, traveling in three cars, hit heavy
traffic and could not keep up.
•

a

Call TS

Strictly a one - of - a - kind
craft is the 75-foot Golden
Dolphin, a diesel-powered craft
operating out of San Francisco
that affords luxury accommodations for 16 guests, three
crewmen—and two whales and
six porpoises. The 123-ton triple-decker. launched a few
months ago, is primarily a specimen gathering and research
Big Show
TULSA, Okla. 4UPI _The ship for the new Marine World
largest exhibit sponsored by se.aquarium complex at Redany single industry in the wood City, Calif.
world is
the International
Petroleum Exposition In Tulsa,
according to the Oklahoma Symphony Series
Petroleum-- CoitheTT.
SAN FRANCISCO 'UPI) —
The San Francisco Symphony
will perform in eight different
Thriving
series this year at the city's
MANILA' (UPI) — Filipinas
Opera House
Orient Airways, one of three
The symphony will present 34
Philippine carriers, increased
guest artists on its subscription
its passenger volume by 79 per
series beginning Dec 4 One of
cent, or 65.195 passengers, in
the scheduled vilest conductors
the first six months of 1968,
is the famed Seth Owsowa.
according to President Honorio Poblador, Jr.
-- Cool Customers
DARLINGTON, England
fITP-11 — Patrons fled with
drinks clutched in their hands
when fire severely damaged the
La Bamba night club.
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Fired %leder
DRESHER. Pa. UPI
dustry is taking the direct approach to heating water and
other solutions. They're stickthe flame right in it. Through
a process called submerged
combustion, industry is heating
huge quantities of water and
evaporating and concentrating
chemical solutions. In Europe
they're using the principle to
heat swimming pools.
A pioneer in the development of submerged -combustion
system here, Selas Corporation
of America, says the highspeed flame and gases it emits
bubble up through the solution
to warm it. or in more sophisticated applications the hot
combustion gases are injected
directly into the liquid. Because there's nothing between
the flame and the solution
there's virtually no heat loss.

NEW YORK (UPI) —prom
the ditty bag.
Mercury Outboard's 1969
line Introduced recently features an all-new 80-horsepower, four-cylinder motor and
grtater corrosion resistance for
all models. Mercury now offers
10 different power ratings
ranging from four-horsepower
to 125. Company President
E. C. Klekhaefer has this to
saj of the new line:
improvements
-Significant
are more miles per gallon and
nun. miles per hour. For instance, the 80-horsepower Merc
80e will outrun and out-accelerate the competition's 85horsepower models while retai: ing fuel economy in miles
per gallon comparable to
the competition's 55-horsepower models.
• • •
The Miami area will have
two major boat shows exhibiting the new line of marine
products for 1969. The first, to
be held Nov. 15-19, is a brand
nen one, the Miami Dinner
Key Boat Show, and will be
staged at the Dinner Key Auditorium
which previously
housed the Miami International Boat Show. The latter exhibition has moved to Miami
Beach Convention Hall, site of
the recent Republican National Convention, and will be held
this year Feb. 21-26.
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Patton Pic
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-"PatLADY TO STAY in home with ton, Blood and Outs" is the
lady recuperating from ourgery, final title for 20th Centurylight house work. Phone 753- Fox's celluloid biography of
11030 after 3:00 p. so. TFNC Gen. George 8. Patton Jr.
which
HELP WANTED

Tuneful Trotter
HOLLYWOOD ( UPI)-J
Scott Trotter will arrange ano
conduct the music for the first
feature length movie of th(.

"Peanuts" comic strip titled "A
Brown."
will star George C. Scott Boy Named Charlie
Wanted, full in the title role.

771R00111 THE
FOR RENT

TUESDAY - SEFrTEMBER 17, 1968

FOR SALE

For Rent

MICE SLEEPING rooms for
',boys, one block from campus.
Call 7534425 or 753-5962
Sept 19-P

FEMALE Help
Actor-Governor
time employment with future.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-ProCARD OF THANKS
BUSINESS
Good pay and insurance beneducer Alan Jay Lerner anfits. Age 25 to 40. Retail Store.
OPPONTUNTTIES
nounced that Gov. Tom McCall
Ben, Ruth, Brenda and Linda Write Box 32-F c:o The Ledger
Coogan as Racketeer
of Oregon will play a small role
5-24-C
MAN OR WOMAN. Reliable Hill wish to express their many and Times.
in -paint Your Wagon" which
Person from this area to service thanks and appreciation to their MAN WITH
is being filmed on location in
electronic
GOOD
(DPI)
HOLLYWOOD
many
friends
disand
neighbors
and collect from automatic
Baker, Ore
background.
Jackie
television
Some
Coogan
will
play
a
rackthat
participated in tending to
pensers. No experience needed
repair
eteer
preterred
experience
but
in
Little
Sister"
"The
. . . we establish accounts for the crop and taking care of not abealutaiy necessary. Fringe starring James Garner
and
you. Car, references and $985.00 the things at our home while benefits
Maine is also known as the
include, group hospital Gayle Hunnicutt.
to $1,785.00 cash capital neces- were at the Murray and Van- and medical insurance, paid vaPine Tree State.
sary. 4 to 12 hours weekly nets derbilt Hospital. Also for the cation, sick
leave. Send full reexcellent monthly income Full love offering and your pray- sume to P. 0. Box 188, Murray,
time more. For local interview ers. May God reward each of Ky.
S-18-C CROSSWORD PUZZLE "...."° "
t"dal' Puuje
write Eagle Industries, Inc., 4725 you for the many wonderful
U000 EDO nouri
Excelsior Blvd., St. Louis Park, things that you have done for WANTED: Baby sitter for sewarm POLI. MOM
SCasamo
AO10811
S-17-C us.
Minnesota 55416. '
TTP ven month old girl, in my home,
44Sdness sdis
MUM MEMO NUO
s:)ine housework. Reference.
740ellea
Coar.saise
am man mo Or
UMW bask
Call 753-3078 after 5:00 p. m. 4 -annroffi
URVIN7 NMVUM
11-boisebdla
II- Knotk
rAIIVT17 MV9 tom
S-17-C 11-Puern
article
momo or Nona
10-Coloriog
12-Go by mbar
Safer tight Post
mmn yam memo
substance
13-Teo-teed sae
COLLEGE STATION, Tex. 15-Closte
MOO OPPO
14-Asieese
16-11eters
(-UPI) - The car rounded the 17-River nand
WV U0 VOEU On
11-Pronoun
19-Prepaeltien
OMMSU 300
curve at 40 miles per hour and
180x275, on 18th Street, just North of Martins
21-Attaches to
20-NaOre
nmpocomoommm
slammed into the steel light 21-Emmetinstal
22-111evera•
Chapel Road.
moo WM COMP
22-Conjunct4on
23-insane
Post. The post tumbled and the
23-Man.)actured
24-Time gone by
minor
escaped
with
car
Contact
2154.Asty
II

NICE APARTMENTS
SUBURBAN TRACTORS. Lawn
For
and garden equipment at greatGirls A Boys
ly reduced prices. Seaford lawn
Phone
and Garden Equipment,
753-5665
or 75341011
Phone
ONE AND TWO bedroom a- miles west a Hardin.
H-1TC
Sept.-10-C
partment and sleeping rooms. 4.37-3812.
Air-conditioned, all new, in- BOYS ENGLISH racer bicycle.
cluding furnishings. Williams
$15.00. Call 753-5402 evenings.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Apartments, So. 16th. Call 7538870 or 753-6660.
Oct -S-C 1967, 12' a 58' MONARCH trailelectric, carpeted and LAKE FRONT and subdivision
LAKESIDE cottage for college er, all
furnished. Lot 26, Shady Oaks Lots on Kentucky Lake Buena',students. Utilities furnished. Trailer Court.
S-18-C Vista F.states, Sherwood Shore',
Cypress Resort. Phone 901-247Fort Leisure Subdivision. See
3315.
S-17-C 4 COLI1E PUPPIES, full blood- or Call Ed Greenfield, phone
Sept. 26-C
weeks old. Call 492-8393. 753-9746.
FURNISHED house for 5 or 6 ed. 7
S-17-P
boys. Close to campus. Call 753BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot, 150'
3040 or 753-3415.
S-18-C PILE is soft and lofty . . col- x 250'. Restricted, residential in
brilliance in carpets Oaks Estates. Phone 753-7720
THREE BEDROOM brick, with ors retain
S-le
two baths. Carport, carpet in cleaned with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Big. K.
living room. One-half block from
S-21-C JUST COMPLETED, 3-bedroom
Campus. Phone 753-5560. S-18-C
brick in Keeneland Subdivision.
window in living room. ex•THREE - BEDROOM apartment ALL OF MY farming equip- Bay
Large family room, a well
for six boys, with central air- ment. Garland Neale, Route 5, tra
S-18-P planned kitchen with mut h
conditioning, located at 505 No. Murray.
than average cabinet
16th., across from campus Can CLEAN carpets with ease. Blue more
space, 2 large bath rooms, car
EDGAR FUTRELL
be seen after 6:00 p. m. Call Lustre makes the job a breeze. petting,
and central heat and
753-1262 days or 753-7587 nights. Rent electric shampooer $1. air-conditioning are other feat7027 Kenton St.
Lincolnwood, III. 60646
S-19-C Tidwell's Paint Store.
S-21-C ures of this well constructed
Phone 312-679-0038
2 TWO-BEDROOM houses, lo- ONE- MALE and one female home.
cated between Providence and toy pooldle, AKC registered. IN THE Robertson School area
• 3-bedroom brick with carpetCherry Corner. Phone 436-2119. Phone 753-7266 after 5:00 p.
ing, central heat and air-condi117
S-18-P
0
tioning, 2 bath rooms and a
ROOMS FOR boys at 1008 Sharp CARPET colors looking dim? fireplace. Back lawn is fenced
St. Call 753-6638.
5-19-C Bring 'em back-give 'em vim. A good transferable loan alUse Blue Lustre! Rent electric ready set up at 54% interest.
shampooer $1. Western Auto ABOUT 4 miles from Murray
SERVICES OFFERED
Boy to earn up to $9.00 per
story, 3Store.
S-21-C on Highway 94, a
bedroom brick, in good condiFOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and REGISTERED miniature pood- tion. Situated on 4 acres of
week, after school.
REPAIRS or REMODELING. le puppies. One black male, wooded land. Served by a pubone
one
brown
black
female,
FREE estimates. Call 753-6123
lic water system. Beautiful
or 435-4651. Sept-23-NC male. Call 753-2234 after 6:00 wooded building lots could be
Excellent paper route now open
p. m.
S40-C sold off this property. Let us
•HAY BALING. Call 437-6415 afshow you this property and
at the
ter 7:00 p. m.
TFC 14 FT. FIBERGLASS Boat, trail- make us a bid; owner is anxer, 25 HP motor. $450.00. Call
AVAILABLE for baby sitting 7394756.
5-19-C ious to sell.
TUCKER REALTY & INS., CO.,
in the Hazel-Midway area. Carol
mattress and $02 Maple Street, Murray, KenWetmore, 492-8304.
S-17.0 FULL SIZE
springs, bansett dining room tucky, Phone 753-4342; Donald
a.
suite with six chairs, large R. and Pearl T. Tucker-Home
Iron wash kettle and fireplace Phone 753-5020; Bobby Grogan
AUCTION SERVICE
set. Call 753-2669 after 5:30 -Home Phone 753-4978.
Household & Real Estate p. m.
Peanuts®
H-1TC
S-19-C
WAYNE WILSON
LAKE
FRONT
home
on
KentucASHLEY
wood
heater
with
Phone 753-3263 or 753-5086
stove mat. Like new only, $75; ky Lake and Blood River. Twowith thermostat. Call 753-3970. bedroom, two baths, furnished.
I FEEL THAT
IM
S-19-P Contact Noble Farris, 710 6th
CARES
REALL41
LOWELL! I
Ave. N., Naples, Florida 33940.
loc
9.5Y04
1950 ADDITION of Encycloped- Phone M12-4328.
S-19-C
lEl_P 54
-Foria Britanica with book case, like
brand new. Antique rocking
INSURANCE & REAL
chair. Alm pool table. Phone
ESTATE & MORTGAG
NOTICE
753-1888.
5-19-C
LOANS
LIVING ROOM suite, end table coffee table, lamps, 24 inch MOBILE MOVERS, Custom MoSPANN & WILSON
bile Home Moving, any place in
-rmE Doc TOR
TV,
RCA, all Danish styling. United
205 S. 4th
Murray, Ky.
States. All trips fully •/IS
One antique claw foot dresser.
insured Call 753-8175 or 753Cell 753-6840.
S-19-C 4707.
Oct.-8-C

BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT

•

scratches Even its headlight
remained intact.
The collision was on Texas
A and M University's test
ground and the post was a new
break-away type being devel-

oped. The A and M highway
research organization hopes
such posts will reduce damage
and injuries in auto-poet accidents.
Dr. Thomas C. Edwards said
the posts include special slip

WANTED -
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joints that hold up against
wind and storms but give way
when hit by a vehicle.
Shorter Cops
DETROIT ,UPI)- The Detroit police department, in a
move to attract more recruits,
recently lowered its minimum
height requirement an inch to 5 feet 8 inches.
The next day Larry Tucker.
23, showed up to apply - all
5 feet 1104 inches of him. "Becoming a policeman is comething I've wanted to do since
adulthood." he said. "But I was
too short until now."

26-Singing voice
27-Nature
21-Part ad face
29-Empkry
30-Note of scale
31Sensors
33-A canines*
tsiab
ost)

25-Be
26-Beast of
burden
24-Parcel of land
29-Southwestern
Indian
31-Witty remark
32-Bishopric
33-The sun

34-Everyone
35-Plunge
37-Crete
36-identical
39-Commonplace
40-Make amends
41-Existed
43-Profil: not
44-Jargon

46-rondle
47.Edtble
rootstock
44-Girl's name
49-Parent
(cellos)
51-Compass point
53-Pr inter's
111411114011

311-11ens
37-kkundein
pees
311-Articte of
clothing
40-frult drink
41-Sarrier
42-Snake
43-Pesesseive
weiun
44-tehe
44-Greek letter
46-In favor of
4747nred
110-Corrifert
52-Goonss
nernent
54-Eggs
55-Perm*
56-Send forth
57-Man's
nickname
DOWN
1 inck-carrying
device
2-Cyprinoid fish
3.Dec
a Mays
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by Charles M.,Schulz
NO ONE
ABOUT ME

,e

YORKSHIRES

ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville, Ky.
Oct.-12-C
VISIT THE HIGHLAND Oaks
Rabbit Farm. Domestic rabbits
for pets, breeding stock and
packaged meat. Follow signs
miles north of Murray on 644.
753-1861.
Oct.-18.0

THE DocToR
I'S VM

7

Nancy

by Ernie Bushrniller
HAPPY
BI RTHDAY

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
NANCY

514/SWAIrLI-45GL

I HATE TO COMPLAIN,
BUT THERE ARE 16
GUESTS HERE AND
ONLY 15 PRESENTS

OPENING SOON, The Hairdresser, in the Roberts Building
at 202 South 6th Street. Anna
Hula, owner and operator.
S-19-C

Boar and Open Gilts For Sale
at Private Treaty

VARSITY Barber Shop, 520
Weft Main, open half day Sunday through Monday for shoe
'shining (only)
5-23-P

Charles Young
Yorkshire,Farm
3 Miles West of'Lynnville, Kentucky
on Highway 94
Murray Phone 753-8214
- ALSO 10 MATCHED Ti ANGUS, % CHARLOTTE
HEIFERS - READY TO BREED

I a.
S Pet 011 --Ai,
yea, ea
0.,
e11 5, 0d.d feaorre 1, dare,. Ira

•

Abbie'N Slats

WANTED
ROY FOR PAPER
ROUTE
Excellent opportunity
for boy in College
Courts area.

"IlligeatfiT

by R. Vill Buren

/ "- t' -L" • '
L7/9
le

THAT MUST HAVE BEEN SOME
WHOPPER YOU TOLD MISS W IKeR,
TED. DARLEN6 AND ID
IN INK YOU HAD THAT
KIND OF IMAGINATION!

"1.044,-1
•••
•• A

IMAGINATION.' LISTEN
I WENT IN THERE PRIMED
TO FAKE SOME PROBLEM
AND THeN I BEGAN
77.> TALK.,

•

. AND TALK . AND TALK!!
AND WHAT I TALKED ABOUT
WAS NC, LIE- IT MS SOME THING THAT WAS
REALLY 81.166141G
ME:

Apply at

Ledger & Times

For Sale
LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOTS FOR SALE

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp

umoo

bordering Calloway County Country Club on the
College Farm Road.
All lots must be sold by October I, 1968, or
none will be sold.

US SWINE WILL
THE INJUSTICES DONE
INDIANS B`l
:
TO THE
))F:t PIONEER

THIS LAND IS RIGHTFULLli
YOURS AND WICLL
RETURN IT.r.r- WE'LL

BEGIN Bv Givi

VOU

THANKS-BUT

WAR SHOULD
BE LEFT TO

PROFIESSIMALS!

NAMEL•/ ME!
I'M A
SOPHOMORE
AT COLUMBIA .rf

HARVARD!!
FATHERS!

and
abinet
se the
ADMINISTRATION

contact:

CiericE

James Sullivan, Golf Pro.
Phone 753-9166

id
"PP
as

es

o -—
s

•
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CHAS. ELDRIDGE .. HUMPHREY ... STATE FORCE ... [HARRY NEAL . ..
KOVelitood From Paws 1)
(Coatiasitisi Peons Pees 1)
(Cervenued Front Pogo 1)
tutoring underprivileged chil- tion," Porgy said
"But we will
spring, he was named director dren. The program also would look into each one very care- which carried them thousands
upon thousands of miles. Most of
of the newly-created' Depart- grant scholarships and intern- fully."
ships for students who partiyears
were
spent
ment of School Relations.
He gave hearty endorsement the
A real "pro" at selling the cipate in rebuilding commun- to the recommended change in traveling-first in a truck, later in
university, he or a representa- ities.
the accounting system, claim- a custom-made van. In the early
-A -youth talent bank" in ing the current system, adopt- years, they took their three
tive of his office last year told
the Murray State opportunity the federal civil service com- ed in 1936, was "simply not children along. Beginning In
story to 5,646 students repre- mission, which would "recruit responsive to the demands of 1951, their annual concert tours
dynamic young people for pub- today."
senting 218 high ssisools.
took up the greater part of a
They also spoke to the en- lic service and put them in
"The new system is related year's time. A typical tour
tire senior class in 78 area high positions where they can affect to program accounting. It tells Included over 100 concerts and
schools and participated in col- government action."
you where you spend your mon- some 40,000 miles.
lege career day and college
Last year, they completed a
ey and whether you're getting
FieM Crime
night programs in 218 others.
Before leaving Washington to your money's worth," Porgy coecert-playing tour around the
They also found time to start his second week on the said "It will make for more world.
write 8,692 letters to seniors campaign circuit. Humphrey precise budget making."
Their experiences were related
attending career programs, in- proposed a national "mobilizaWhile the change in the ac- In Neal's 1958 autobiography,
viting them to the campus. A tion" to stamp out crime.
counting system was "the most "Wave As You Pam," which
mountain of 1.950 letters of inHis statement was coupled far-reaching" recommendation, became a best seller. The title was
quiry also were handled.
with a 49-page report by his acording to Forgy, he also ap- taken from the sign which for
Eldridge also is an active -campaign task force
on order peared pleased about the new
member of all the student aid and justice, headed by Harvard role the Finance Department. years adorned the back of their
conceit bus.
committees on the Murray cam- University Prof
James Q Wil- is to play in state government.
Their career was the subject of
pus. Because of his close con- son
Cites
New
Rule
The documents representa "This Is Your Life" television
tact with school officials, his
one
fact,
In
recommendation
ed a determined Humphrey efprogmm on NBC, and they also
first-hand knowledge of the fort
to offset Richard M Nix- called for the name of the de- were featured on CBS-TV and
in
background of a boy or girl
on's attempt to blame the ad- partment to be changed to "Fi• leversl national magazines.
often determines whether or ministration for
I
the nation's nance and Administration."
As their career matured,
not a scholarship, loan or cam- soaring
"The Finance Department is
crime-rebt and riots in
Nelson
and
Neal
pus employment is approved.
became
be
the
to
supposed
managing
the city's streets.
Intensely serious about their
The son of the Late Otis L
"The Rap Browns, the Stoke.agency for all of state governEldridge and Mrs. Look Eld- ly Carmichaels
music. They pioneered in the
- extremists ment, but it simply has not actridge of Murray. Eldridge was of the
left and of the right - ed in that capacity in the past" discovery of classical duo-piano
born on a farm near Hamlin on. will not have their way and we Fora said.
works which had been lost. In
the Tennessee River in Callo- will not allow them to terrorize
performed
the
The task force, made up of 1966 they
way County.
or stampede Americans or 200 businessmen, was created American premiere of the only
He graduated from New Con- cause us to lose our sense of by Gov. Louie B. Nunn and known piano duet composed by
cord High School in 1942 and perspective." Humphrey said. charged with the responsibility Chopin. At a concert in Paris in
enrolled at Murray State that But at the same time he said of bringing more efficiency to 1962 they played the American
summer only to see his college It is "not a time for more fear- governmental operations.
premiere
of
a
long-lost
career abruptly halted when mongering, slogans or empty
Other recommendations for composition by Mendelssohn.
he was drafted into the Army promises." And, in an obvious the Finance Department includThey won doctorates in music
a few months later.
reference to Nixon and his Re- ed:
from Mount Union College in
While on a training exercise publican running mate, Spiro
Centralise Computers
Alliance, Ohio. They became
at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., be T. Agnew, Humphrey condemn-Centralize the computer contributing faculty members of
was accidentally struck in the ed "irresponsible attacks" on operations of the state and cut several
colleges and universities,
back by a machine gun tripod the courts.
down the number now used by giving
lectures
and
and so badly injured he was
departments About half of the demonstrations.
hospitalized for almost a year,
22
computers would be
state's
Newsweek magazine devoted
during which time he underaffected. Porgy said three cornalmost a full page to the pair in
went two major operations.
puter centers would be created.
1965. It included personal
Given a medical discharge
-A new division of plannin October, 1945, he returned
ing and budgeting should be glimpses in an interview with Neal
to Murray to spend the next
created within the department, which revealed the changes in his'
three years recuperating from
increasing the number of de- musical philosophy: "I wish to
please only myself," he said. "At
the injury.
partmental divisions to six.
In
-A uniform payroll system, a concert I have one experience,
' he re-enrolled at
Murray1648
to be operated centrally for all the audience has another. I've
State, graduating in
agencies, should be developed. stopped asking what it is they get
1952 with a bachelor of science
-All present lease contracts out of it.
degree in agriculture.
The Red Cross Volunteers; should be reviewed and the 30The article also pointed out
He thee began an 11-year, (formerly Gray Ladies) werei day cancellation clause should that the sign on
the rear of the
vocational agriculture teaching honored at a Pinning Cere- be abolished in favor of lower conceit
bus had been changed.
career at the Murray Univer- mony Sunday afternoon at the rents.
Where once it read "Wave As You
sity School. During this per- community building on Ellis, Most of the 65 recommendaPam,"it now read "Private."
iod he also earned his master's Drive. A large group of citi- tions were aimed at consolidatNelson
and
Neal also
degree in agricultural educa- zens, hospital board members, ing departmental operations
tion at the University of Kea- and Red Cross directors, as and curtailing the nickel-and- developed a number of business
interests. They were authors of a
tuck),.
well as families and friends of dime expenses that Christen
While at the University the Volunteers were present has been attacking since taking piano study series published by
their own firm, Manor House
School. the Future Farmers n! for the recognition of service office.
Press. Another subsidiary, Otto
America chapter, which he rendered to the Murray-CalloState vehicles, for instance. 1 Rapti)
Co., is • concert
sponsored, became one of the way County Hospital and Con-1 use credit cards and purchase
most outstanding in the coun- valescent Ward by these ladies.; gasoline at retail prices. The management business for several
prominent artists.
try. receiving national ratings
with
Mrs. Ann Hays. Chairman of' task force concluded that,
The publishing firm bears the
on five occasions and winning
presided.
Bill 1.100 vehicles, the state could name the
Neals gave the
the FFA's coveted Gold Em- Volunteers.
rate.
discount
negotiate
a
Threet. minister of the 7th
ante-bellum home at 510 Hudson
blem Rating three times
impossible
estimate
to
"It's
Consistently, the top class and Poplar Church of Christ the savings at this time," For- Ave. which they renovated
Last year, Neal was one of 15
officers at the school were gave the invocation. Lester a said. "We know we'll sa:e
members of the FFA group. Nanny, Calloway County Red S30.000 a month by centraliz- Tennesseans appointed by Gov.
Chairman,
Cross
that,
announced
Many went on to earn advancing our computer operations, Buford Ellington to the new
ed degrees in college. and a the uniformed volunteers had: but the time when savings be- Tennesaee Arts Commission. He
number have received doctoral contributed 7,321 hours to the came apparent is when you sit and his wife were generous in
degrees, or soon will complete hospital program during the down and make up your next their support of the Community
doctoral programs, in agricul- past year Mrs. Lola James re- budget"
Concert Association.
ture and other fields at several presented the hospital adminThat will be in about 11
istration
and
addressed
the
of the nation's major schools.
months.
"This is the big thrill you group regarding the appreciaget from teaching and working tion of the hospital staff for
with young people." he says, these services Others com"seeing them go on the great- menting on the program were
er things and feeling that you Leonard Vaughn, who serves
PROCLAMATION
(Continued From Pogo 1)
had a small part in starting on both the Hospital Board and
WHEREAS,
the basic need in
as
a
Red
Cross
Director.
and
them in that direction."
our nation today is preser..a• customer to take in the whole
rldridge relishes an opport- Mrs Jean Blankenship, Red Lion of Constitutional Governstore at a glance."
Cross
Chapter
Executive
Mrs
unity to help a young person
ment, and
"Cato's is proud to be tair.ng
Dorothy
Higgenbothem
repreget to college. There are many.
WHEREAS, in order to pro- part in the growth of such a
teachers in the schools of this sented the hospital nursing tect our priceless heritage un- progressive
and friendly comarea who are living examples staff.
der our unique form of Gov- munity as Murray". Mr Cato
of his efforts in this area.
In addition to throe Voluno ernment, it is essential to sup added. "The store will be staff"I recall the case of one teers who received their one- port our Constitution, "the most ed by local folks
who can gise
young lady," he said. "who had year pins, there were several ; wonderful work ever struck off that personal
service which is
applied for a scholarship. We who were recognizd for several at a given time by the brain our trademark
"
offered her one of $150, but years' participation. Mrs. Juan- and purpose of man". and
she turned it down.
Stores
was founded by
Cato
WHEREAS,
for
its proper
ita Spiceland and Mrs. Clyzel
"Later. I talked with her Falwell received 5-year pins. support, it is necessarr that our Mr Cato in 1946. It operates
school principal and found that Mrs. Lucille Kelly received a citizens understand its provi• stores in eight Southeastern
not only was her father dead 7-year pin. Mrs. Della Taylor sions and principles and apprec- states. The company's modern
but that she and her mother' and Mrs. Juanita Lynn were iate its values and benefits as central offices and warehouse
:ived es an extremely low in- .warded 8-year pins. and Mrs. "the greatest document for hu- 111 Charlotte, N. C.. enable it
come.Susie McDevitt and Mrs. Ann man liberty in two thousand to efficiently process merchan"In se-checking her applica-I Hays received pins denoting 14 years of recorded history" and dise- arriving daily from more
tion, we noticed she had listed years of service as Red Cross
WHEREAS, the Daughters of than 1500 suppliers, and to fill
the value of her home at $375, Volunteers.
the23,Am
American
wm
64-it,c
nrataiorne daily orders for each store.
So,
I
see
and this I had to
_ sponsoring the observance of
Mr. Cato said, "Our buyers
went to the home and found
Following the brief ceremony Constitution Week. September
and fashion specialists consult
that was just about right. Herat refreshments were served
commemoration
daily with the nation's leading
truly was a poverty case, but'the group.
of the Anniversary of the Adopmanufacturers to acquire for
the young lady had a lot of
Officers for next year are tem of the Constitution:
customers the latest styles
our
haracteristics we like President, Mrs Lillimi ShamNOW. THEREFORE, I, Holmes
m)ng them pride and determin- well, vice-president, Mrs. Jo Ellis, by virtue of the auth•olty and the best quality. Our cusation.
Miller: and secretary, Mrs. Sal- vested in me as Mayor of the tomers benefit two ways "She and her mother actually ly Henson.
City of Murray. in the State of they see new fashions which
were living on $600 i-year That
Kentucky. do hereby proclaim arrive almost daily, and the
was all the inctime they had
the Week of September 17-23. savings of quantity distribution
are passed on to them."
and they got this by taking and to society in general.
1968. asMr Cato began his merchanCONSTITUTION WEEK
in washing and ironing.
-After all, isn't this the tru'z
in the City of Murray. and urge dising career as a youth in his
"As a result, we were able test of higher education?"
home town of Ridge Spring
to find enough work on campus
Eldridge is married to the all our citizens to pay special
for this young lady to enable former Kate Houston of Mur- attention during-the• week to S. C.
He recently recalled, "The
her to enroll at Murray She ray and they have two children. our Federal Constitution. and
went on to graduate in three The oldest, Charles Edward, the advantages of American Cit- expansion of our company has
years. and today is married and graduated from Murray State izen.ship. honoring United States largely been achieved by redoing a wonderful job teach- with honors in 1964 and is now Flags. and especially emphasiz- membering that the best ining in a West Kentucky high a senior in the University of ing the purposes of Good Gov- terests of our customers are
served by an unvarying prinschool.
Louisville School of Medicine. ernment as set forth in the
"Yes, you can say I'm a sales- The other. Deborah. 15, is a Constitution's Preamble. and the ciple: Sympathetic understandman." he said thoughtfully, sophomore at the University duty of all persons in our Re- ing of our customers' desires
public to protect our Constitu- for fine quality, smartly styled
'and I am thoroughly sold on Sch 'co at Murray
apparel at fair prices, with libthe fact that our work is imLike most salesmen, Eld- tion and the freedom in its Bill
of Rights, so that it may cm, eral exchanges and refunds portant.
ridge's hobby is. his work.
satisfaction to each and every
'If it wasn't, that young lady
When he isn't' extolling the tinue to protect us and our
never iiould have had the op- achantages of Murray State, he posterity in "This Nation Under customer is guaranteed - arid
unfailing courtesy to everyone
portunity we were able tte of- is w-Jrking with his cattle and God."
Given under my hand. and with whom we deal. We have
fer her. There is no telling other farm interests on his 55ohere she might have ended acre farm, three miles south of Seal of Office, this. the 12th combined the advantages of
large
scale
day of September, 1968,
merchandising,
up Because we were able to Murray.
which means additional savings
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
help and direct her at Murray,
He also is an elder in. the
City of Murray
• to our custonaeoso with the atshe is making a worthwhile University Church of Christ at
mosphere of an individual
Kentucky
,ntribution to her community Murray.
(Continued Fr.-m Pees 1)

Volunteers
Are Honored
At Ceremony

CATO'S . . .

THREE DAYS ONLY! SEPT. 19, 20 & 71
LOOK AT THESE HOOVER SPECIALS.

Unit4

Se

+ TWO SPEED MOTOR
+ LARGE THROW-AWAY BAG
x LIGHTWEIGHT
x CONVENIEMNT ATTACHMENT
CONVERSION
+ NEW STYLING
MODERN FEATURES

Barber
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WITH PURCHASE Or MODEL
1010 CLEANER. REG. 14.95
WITH THE EXCLUSIVE
STAINLESS STEEL SENATE
THE ONLY IRON WITH A SOLEPLATE
THAT WON'T SCRATCH, SNAG
OR STAIN.
EASIEST IRON TO SERVICE
- ONE BOLT TAKEDOWN.
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TOOLS OPTIONAL
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presents a completely
new canister cleaner
Hoover doesn't make all
the cleaners in the world
...but they do make the
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attachments
at no
extra cost
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4
Cleans faster and more effectively
because of a hie, power,
twin-fan motor. 30% more efficient on
rugs, 250% more
efficient with tools.
No more pulling or tugging - dial on
the back lets you
control exact suction needed.
Bag completely enclosed inside...where
it belongs. A
"time-to-empty" signal tells when to
change.
Air filtered three times before returning
to room.
There's more, a lot more, so w not COMO

HOOVER
_ BAGS
Pick up
FOR ALL
MODELS

a package or two next time you're near!

and have a look.
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